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Chapter one
The light that flooded was wonderful and warmed the heart, it was a
special light, a light that filled with joy and desire to live. A large number of
birds flew everywhere singing beautiful melodies, creating a chorus of fantastic
sounds, which were beautiful to listen to. In the background numerous
mountains kissed by the gift of a luxuriant appearance and in a couple of them
you could see some beautiful waterfalls, where at their feet you could see
many animals that were drinking water. Before this panorama we could see the
various rustic and characteristic houses and small castles that formed the great
country called "Precious Blood". A marvelous castle, made of stones and rich in
staircases and medieval decorations, showed its beauty under the rays of the
solar light, joyfully blazing with bright light and gentle spring warmth. Outside
the castle is a lush meadow of flowers of unspeakable beauty, with a graceful
and colorful look, with bright colors that filled the soul with delight. A series of
lanes intersected inside the garden, while many small bees passed corolla
corolla to suck the sweet nectar, ready to go to produce so much good honey.
From an open window a majestic man looked admiring the beauty of creation
that nourished his heart. He was tall, six feet four, and athletic and robust.
Brown hair of short length and slightly wavy, light eyes, celestial.
" It was more beautiful than I could imagine," he thought to himself,
remembering how much this had cost him.
He felt something brush against his body. Two delicate arms hugged him from
behind. Kyle smiled and took one of these hands that wrapped around him to
give him an affectionate and in love kiss. It was Simona.
- Good morning, Kyle. - Happy day my eyes delight. - What a wonderful day since you're here with me! Life is always a fable here,
what can we ask for more? There is no day when there is not so much and
abundant happiness and beauty in everything that is lived, in every minute of
this wonderful life that God has given us! Do you like to have come to believe
in what I believed before you, of whom I spoke to you so much? Kyle smiled. - Of course, I like it, it is so far and poor the old conception of
things of the past, that I regret enormously not having believed before, I am
grateful to have been for me the way to achieve all this. The two kissed each other, from their joined lips a bright glow came out.
"I wrote something," Simona said, giving Kyle an envelope.
- Do you write love letters? -, Kyle said tenderly.
"It's a thought about what I wish we do," answered Simona, "now that we're

together forever. - Very well. - Then Kyle looked at Simona adding, - should I read it now? - No, read it when I'm not there, and think about it. - I would have read it now. Simona turned and went to a nicely worked wooden table, and took a white
envelope with sealing wax on it.
- A cherub came to give me this, asking for it to be delivered to you. You must
read this first. Kyle became curious, but then to want to give her a romantic kindness he said
to her: - And why not yours? You come first of all ... - Because ... this is from Michael. Mine can wait. - About Michael? Sorry, are you sure? Which Michael? - Kyle said wide-eyed.
- Of "that" Michael. Kyle gave a start, a strong astonishment seized him.
- Just him! My God, who knows what he wants to tell me. - Excuse me, think first of this, my letter can wait. Kyle received the envelope in his hand. He opened the red sealing wax seal and
took out a hand-written white sheet with delightful graphic art. Kyle read.
- I am summoned to the Court of Saints this afternoon at three o'clock for an
important appointment. I? What on earth can they call me? "I hope something very beautiful," said Simona.

Chapter second
The Court of Saints. For the first time since he was in Heaven, Kyle
entered this place where it was said that the Saints and the great angels often
gathered to discuss how to work to obtain salvation and the greatest good of
those who were on earth, before go to God the Father, Jesus Christ and the
Holy Spirit to present to him what they had elaborated together and on which
they asked for their opinion and approval. God indeed liked that those who had
served him had authority and right to express their opinions and advice on
great questions, because they had deserved his full trust and knew very well
what degree of true love they had achieved towards humanity. They were also
given the right to decide many things concerning life in Paradise, not just
regarding the Earth.
This place was monumental, built in precious marbles and well worked with
art, full of statues of illustrious preachers of the Gospel, in words and works,
and of saints, frescoes representing the most beautiful miracles and episodes
of their lives. Kyle admired the entrance hall of the large building while a
smiling butler invited him to wait while he announced it in the main meeting

room. Kyle looked around a little worried, worried about what he was supposed
to show up and what he was supposed to say, and so he begged some Pater
Noster to help God. Shortly after the butler returned, he motioned for Kyle to
follow him and he took to the meeting room.
Kyle could not hide his surprise at seeing numerous men and women as bright
as the sun waiting for him in the room. Their brightness far surpassed that of
the saved commons of Paradise, and the beauty of their appearance and their
garments were astonishing. He, too, was truly luminous, though not at their
levels, but had recently entered the Kingdom, and had not yet become
accustomed to the glory that was abundant everywhere, and which was blazing
here.
Among them some men of a nature that we understood that he had something
different, all of a young and vigorous appearance. They had golden or silver
wings, large and splendid. They were angels of high hierarchies.
The robes of these men and angels were so rich in glory that Kyle, even
though he himself had remarkable personal glory, was frightened,
understanding from the appearance of these how much they had been
rewarded by God, and how much, therefore, they had struggled and worked
for the Gospel and for the Kingdom of Christ. He knew that the degree of glory
depended on the degree of holiness and hardship lived for Christ and for God.
Kyle smiled, uncertain how to behave.
"You have arrived," said one of the angels most emanating power. Her brown,
penetrating eyes full of majesty and sweetness and humility together, her short
blond hair and gently wavy, her athletic and virile body, dressed in a bright
blue robe with a brown belt and covered with a red cloak. The colors of Heaven
are not exactly the colors of the earth, they have something enormously more
visually pleasing than what exists on earth. "Dear Kyle," he continued, "we
have a glorious task to give you. -. Kyle recognized that he was the great
Michael, the most powerful of the angels, who had defeated lucifer from being
an angel among many others. He had glorified that nothing and nobody was
like God and that no one could overcome God, and so God had transformed
him into His first and greatest angel, commander of all the others. Lucifer
instead, who had started from being the greatest angel in the existence of
trial, but had then all filled with pride and vainglory, after the angelic war had
become the ugliest and most empty of the rebel angels, sunk into the abyss of
hell .
- To me? -, Kyle said sinking shyly in front of them, - What can I do, that I am
a little man? A couple of saints escaped a giggle, and they said: - the youngest among the
blessed! - with evident irony.
- A little man? A little blessed? -, Michele looked at him with esteem and

smiling look. - You died a martyr serving the Lord and becoming a witness for
many people who knew your story; You have evangelized hundreds of people
and have not had human respect, fear of men, just to earn Heaven, to live
forever with the woman you had lost. You're a great man, believe us -.
Kyle flushed in the face for the many praises. - Seriously? I thank God for what
he did to me -.
"Kyle," said Michael, looking into his eyes, "how important is the salvation of
souls for you? How important is it for you that men know the most important
truths that exist, those that give them the ability to merit salvation and access
Paradise? -.
Kyle winced. - Honestly, I never thought about it, I think I would like everyone
to know the truth that serves to save themselves, but I know that it takes
practical adherence to the truth to have salvation, otherwise there is purgatory
or even hell, if not nothing of Christian value has been done. However I wish
everyone could be saved -.
- Undoubtedly - replied Michael opening a moment the golden wings studded
with rubies, emeralds and sapphires, and then close them immediately, - we
too would like this, but you know that our doors of access on the will of men
are few and difficult, that we can not do anything, unless they open doors for
us -.
- Do you mean to say that it is difficult for you to save souls? I mean, even for
you who are saints? -, Kyle said in amazement.
- Unfortunately, yes - replied a saint of unspeakable beauty, who looked very
much like Jesus, chestnut hair long up to his shoulders, meek and humble
attitude, he felt a deep humility and compassion in him. He was St. Paul of
Tarsus, the great evangelizing apostle. - Unfortunately it is not so easy if they
do not open themselves to the life of Heaven inside the interiority of their
souls, or at least to a decent practical practice of being Christians. Most of the
men are always so superficial that it is often difficult for us to let them know
the true life, they care so much about the things of the world in an earthly and
materialistic way, and do not realize that in their spirit they have an invisible
world of things much more important and eternal to explore and elaborate,
things that would make their soul rich, forever -.
- Human will prevents us from doing what we want. Men have the gift of
liberty, adhere to God and to Christ and to the Holy Spirit by saying Yes of
them as Mary Most Holy did and taught, or to make a life that, however
valuable it may be, does not have the necessary to be true sons of God , does
not have the necessary to assume the real nature of children of God who
through Jesus was offered to men. - Michael resumed.
- But are they saved? If they are good, I mean ... Maybe they will not really
become holy and truly children of God, but I remember meeting so many

people who have shown me humanity and value even if they were not
Christians ... -.
- Undoubtedly in normal situations it is so, but unfortunately the times are
difficult -, made the most famous face among the saints, Padre Pio, with
serious expression and disappointed, - with the means of today too often
subservient to evil and the devil, the men of today easily accumulate many
serious sins and are increasingly difficult to save, unless they also have serious
Christian practices. It is not always enough that they were good, therefore.
Many are good to everyone but watch horrible movies and dirty things, others
have no attraction for bad things but have no charity because they are dry and
without Spirit. Others do good to many people, even poor people, but they
have a spirit that is too easy and good-hearted, and they accept both good and
evil by making an amalgam that takes away the good taste of the whole
person, while they often despise things sacred, or they are indifferent. For one
reason or another, without the practice of the sacraments there are not so
many those that are easy to save. It is difficult to prepare them to make a
good meeting with Christ the judge at the end of their life, they come to the
judgment accustomed to a certain way of conceiving selfish life, proud and
proud, compared to the parameters of Christianity ... and so in personal
judgment they find themselves unprepared to say Yes to salvation ... for the
fact that they enter into a scheme of rules and logics that they have never
bothered to have in their hearts, and that it is certainly not easy at that
moment to understand quickly. It is not so easy that they accept eternal life,
the fright makes it say no to an immense amount of people, even if their sins
could then be a drop in the sea of God's mercy, they could be paid without
problem in Purgatory, in the majority of cases. The fact is that everyone
chooses for himself what he wants, and God respects the decision, but if you
do not choose Heaven in the life of trial it is obvious that this is more difficult
to do it during personal judgment! -. Padre Pio's face was full of sadness ... as
he had always struggled for the salvation of everyone in his life! It was clear
from his face that he was sorry not to be able to obtain the salvation of all,
which he had always pursued not for his own personal glory, but for the sincere
desire that nobody should end up in hell.
Michael resumed his word, - Times are difficult, the means of today on earth
massify the number of sins of all. They could be very powerful tools if used for
the sanctification and true spiritual wealth of all men, but they are used above
all for harmful and dangerous things, because men do not pray and therefore
for the reign of evil it is easier to influence humanity towards harmful things.
and dangerous. But what worries us most in these times is another thing. - Which? -, Kyle asked.
- The great tribulation. -

- The great tribulation? Michael took a moment of silence, looking at Kyle as if he wanted to scrutinize
his soul, then he said, - At the end of time, before the glorious return of Jesus
from Heaven, who will appear before all the men on the clouds with us Angels
and together with the Saints of the First Resurrection, to finally create a new
Paradise on the wonderful land that will be the heritage of the good ... In the
end, when He will come down to earth to judge everyone, eradicating bad
people from the earth or not wanting to acquire true value in his life, there will
first be a great tribulation in which only the farthest ones in faith and charity
and in fidelity to true faith will easily succeed in saving themselves and not
corrupting themselves, and you know that they are very few. For others it will
be more difficult. - Michael had a dark look. Kyle felt small, did not know too
much about these subjects.
- And what will happen? -, churches.
- First of all there will be the Great Warning, which will be a moment of a few
minutes in which people throughout the world will have knowledge of the state
of their soul, experiencing the weight and inner death caused by their sins, a
kind of terrible spiritual martyrdom for many sinners, and of peace and
serenity for the good in faith and in coherence of facts, in which everyone will
know that God exists with certainty, and will know in which direction they are
going, if to Paradise, if to purgatory and then to Paradise through it, or if in
hell. - Will he be allowed to change direction? - Undoubtedly, - continued Michael, - the Great Warning is a gift that has
obtained Our Lady from God precisely so that everyone could have the
possibility to decide for their own salvation. Kyle had on his face a questioning expression of someone who does not
understand where you want to arrive.
- And where is the problem then?
Michael looked at him in a moment of forbidden silence. Then he opened his
mouth.
- Do not delude yourself that this is enough to make humanity holy, it is more
stubborn than you think. -, and took a look as if to make it clear that he knew
a lot about the subject.
- I converted easily thanks to the hermit who taught me. - To you God has made great gifts using for your conversion the merits of
martyrdom of Simona, even if you have also asked a lot. You deserved to be
able to get Simona back soon, and you had a good inner disposition that
allowed God to awaken from the sleep of spiritual death. He gave you the Spirit
of Truth, and there was nothing else for you but Him and Simona in Heaven.
There was nothing else to attract you, you had nothing more that could

interest you, of what was in the world, after losing Simona. - But I imagine that with this "warning" many will be seriously converted to
God, and will also drag many with him. - It is certainly true, but there is also something else. Kyle felt more and more interested.
- I listen to you. - There will be a brief period of great peace on earth following the Great
Warning, but then the antichrist will appear and there will be a great
persecution of Christians after some of his semblance of goodness and wanting
to solve world problems such as hunger, or of wanting to bring peace and
prosperity to the whole world but without ever talking about the salvation of
the soul. He will use the means for the sure perdition of so many atheist and
worldly people unaware of the truth, and unfortunately also of lukewarm and
worldly Christians. He will use the 666 mark, corresponding name in Hebrew
and Greek numbers to his name of false messiah ... Maitreya ... with a
microchip implanted in the hand or forehead. We need to wake up the world to
be prepared, because if we leave it as it is, it will continue to run after its false
worldly idols and pleasures, and suffocate all that is holy, until it ends up
plunging into hell without even having they notice it. Poor men, always hungry
for what is empty and always refractory to what fills hearts and souls ... The
ignorance of humanity is the main weapon of hell! -. Michael put his heavy and
powerful hand on the boy's shoulder. - Do you understand that the situation is
serious? We must awaken many people to the evil that is in the world, so that
recognizing that they are deceived by the devil can, freed from ignorance,
decide if they want to run towards the Father and Christ our Lord, in the
Christian-Catholic faith that is the most perfect way to salvation. - I assume that after the Great Warning everyone will think of holy things ... Kyle said, while he was a little 'fear not yet having understood why they had
called him and what he had to do in all this.
A saint of unsettling beauty came up.
- Brother, I'm Francesco. Listen to me. Do not deceive yourself, many
unfortunately will continue on their streets, become truly Christians is a matter
of years, or at least months, these men always want everything immediately,
want to be heard in their prayers after ten minutes praying for the first time in
years of sin, and of the things that give the Grace and the Spirit and to be truly
worthy of salvation if they forget in a short time if they do not realize very
soon to receive benefits ... of the useless and harmful things for their souls
instead they are always attracted to them. Few know what it is to have a soul
magnetized towards Paradise, too many do not understand what it is to have
the heart turned only to Heaven and to the eternal reward, above all to eternal
life, first of all. They behave as if eternal life is one of the many things that are

easily found at the supermarket, they have a consumerist soul setting,
everything is easy, everything immediately, all at a low price! Kyle had never seen so much beauty in a man, it was difficult for him to pay
attention to what he was saying while he was so absorbed in contemplating his
splendor. Then he came back to himself and said:
- So what do you want to do? Why are you talking about these things? - God has shown us a person. - said St. Paul.
- A person? Do you mean a man of the earth? - Yes, - he continued, - we intend to use it for the salvation of truth in the
world from the prevailing lies, because it, the Truth, is known immensely
throughout the world, and so men are given a strong opportunity to leave the
world. ignorance and being able to consciously decide what they want for
themselves. - How can a man become a light for the whole world? I saw what happened to
me, when I died a martyr I had evangelized, yes, no seven hundred people,
and those who heard the news of my martyrdom on the news are very many,
and they talked about me making serious reflections, this is true, but it is not
that they are so many at the end those of them who have really been
interested in adhering with the heart to the Christian faith. For many it was
only an interesting news that however fell into oblivion within a couple of
months, watered down by the many things that unfortunately every day offers
the world today! "I do not know what God has exactly in mind," Michael said, "but I know your
plans always bear fruit. If he says it will be a light for the whole world, it will be
like that. Kyle looked doubtfully, then raised his hands in total surrender and said: - If
you have called and talked about these things, it certainly means that I have to
do something ... What should I do? I then that are smaller than you, why? I
suppose you want me to do something, maybe I'll take care of this man ... but
more than taking care of the friends I had on earth and the people who knew
my story, it's not like I did a lot of experience, they are not practical like you. - You are one who has willingly given life for Paradise and for the Christian
faith, and even you are one who has "particular" merits ... you have to make
him absorb your spirit and your dedication to the salvation of souls and zeal for
salvific truth. You will work with me close to this person. Kyle swallowed. - My spirit must make him absorb? How do you do? - You just have to give him your love and attention with your heart until your
way of thinking comes into him, to love and see things, but you will not be the
only one to do this, anyway. But we need you to use the merits of your holy
martyrdom and life. - said Michael.
"Have faith," said a saint. She was blonde, with clear penetrating eyes, St.

Clare of Assisi. - With the little things you can get very high. Do not worry
about what you have to do, you will not be alone. Kyle looked admiring the bright woman, seemed to have a face carved in ivory
and a strong and brighter spirit than many other saints.
He looked at Michael, a little frightened by the load that was being laid on his
shoulders.
- Why not another evangelizer or martyr? - You are fresh, my dear friend, and your merits press hard on the Heart of
God, will listen willingly your intercessions. The Holy Spirit has shown me you,
while I was in prayer, and if He has chosen so it means that this decision is
wise and very valid. Furthermore we must all do our works to help the friends
of the earth, those who are still on pilgrimage, exiled to the world. God also
wanted to tell me that your temper and your having fought against Satanism
makes you strong and optimal for this work. That's the way things are. Do you
accept to work on all this? -.
Kyle put a hand to his mouth as he looked thoughtfully into space, wondering if
his strength could bring him to be really useful in such great things. Then he
looked up at Michael and said, "Okay, I will be with you in this work, but be
God to give me the strength and the ability to be really useful, because as I
said to Simona before I converted when we were on earth , I also say of God,
"without Him I am nothing", I am not capable of anything really good. -

Third chapter
Los Angeles, California, Independence Avenue, 25.
Leos Rapcore was writing code to implement in its operating system the
automatic command line installation of OpenOffice, a free program similar to
the Microsoft version, but freely distributed, like all the OpenSource software
dedicated to Linux. He was listening to drum n 'bass music, the kind of music
that most electrified him, and he had on the background of the
semitransparent screen an image of a luminous heart with above written:
"Informations wants to be free, we want to know, we want the truth
"(Information wants to be free, we want to know, we want the truth). It was
the background of his version of Linux, the free operating system. His version
of Linux that was distributed through his website for free worldwide,
downloaded and used by millions of people. He had called it "LiveForFreedom
Linux". He was a well-known hacker, highly esteemed by the hacking
community of America, because his version of Linux was dedicated to hackers
fans of the versions of Linux with so much implementation of the use of
commands on the terminal, or from the command line, which she was very

much appreciated by them. It had the possibility to be started directly from CD
and be used as such, or to install it and have a "lean and essential" version of
Linux, but with the possibility of installing any program via the internet for
free. The program was downloaded and auto-installed with just one simple
command written in the command terminal. An operating system therefore that
snobbed with compassion the misery of certain operating systems that exist
only to profit us.
Leos Rapcore felt like a warrior of the true social good, and he was a utopian
who believed in his ideas, believed them possible, if it were not for men who
would never accept his ideas. He hated corporations, he hated copyright
enforcement on everything, and exploitation about it to get the most money
possible. He thought that if copyright had been abolished by works and ideas
(with the maintenance of the name of attribution of the work, and with an
honest profit but not exaggerated by the inventor), and every company was
made public, and not private, with employees salaried from the first to the last
directly from the State, wealth would have overflowed all over the world ...
both materially and for the inner value of men given by living in a healthy
society. There would not have been a few with huge amounts of money in their
hands, which play to dominate the "plebeians". The state was the property of
the people, and not the people owned by the state.
His thought was not stupid, it was not of communism, it was a more intelligent
and not certain time to the deification of the state enslaving itself to it. He
thought practically that to combat the great imbalances of the world it would
take a job paid by the State for all sectors and working environments useful for
the development of society, a salary no higher than two thousand five hundred
dollars each at most . All the gains of any business and activities would have to
enter the state coffers and be redistributed without profit and corruption in
very useful social works and salaries that would improve the quality of life to
anyone, from the best to those who had problems and problems of integration
into the society. In this way there would also be no problem of exaggerated
competition between companies and related waste and pollution. Only those
necessary to have certain useful products existed, without there being too
many companies producing the same products. You would have avoided having
products of fifteen or twenty different brands for each product in each country.
In practice, his idea was that to abolish the private sector by making
everything dependent on a state aimed only at the common good and centered
on man and the will of the people, with precise rules and laws that destroyed
the possibilities of corruption, would have allowed anyone to live "from God".
Not seeking the profit of a few but everyone's profit would have increased the
general wealth of the whole society. In addition, the State should not only deal
with social works, but also to create work for all with great intelligence and

application, not to exclude anyone. He could also take care of distributing the
surplus of every kind of wealth, especially of food, in the disadvantaged
countries in the world. For this it would have been useful to use the food
collections in each supermarket to be sent then to the poor countries of the
world. Even on the currency he had some thoughts, he hated the fact that
money and banknotes were created from nothing cheap by private banks, and
then lent to high interest to the States, thus leading the population to have to
pay the debts of money created from nothing , getting into debt more and
more. The creation of money with measured quantities of gold or silver would
have been enough for it to really have the nominal value and could not
therefore be speculated above! His dream was that this model existed all over
the world, a model that had the power to make heaven the whole world, or at
least in a nation that gave the example of a better society and economy. It was
a model that would not have made the individual monetarily rich, but that had
the power to make the whole society very rich, without distinction, giving
happiness to all and not just a few. He wondered why no one thinks about such
things, but it is obvious that the greed of a few did everything to make the
world blind on simple possibilities of this kind, which in the end were the real
maximum profit of all. All this did not come from a communist view of things,
but had elaborated all this thinking starting from the OpenSource philosophy
that governs the whole Linux world. Philosophy that had improved the whole
computer world for free at overseas levels all over the world, in a few years,
starting recently. He also came from having learned many things about the
multinationals,and how the vast part of the world's wealth was in a few hands.
It turned out that the 85 richest men on the planet have the same wealth, put
together, of the poor half of humanity, 3.5 billion people! But how was it
possible?!? It was not right! It was vomiting for him! For Leos capitalism is a
rip-off that illusions the simple ones to be treated like kings, while in reality
they are slaves of the economic ambitions of a few. Few men who believe
themselves to be masters of all other men, to be superior. False deities who
believe in the right to be served with slavery by everyone, without any respect,
while the people do not realize it!humanity, 3.5 billion people! But how was it
possible?!? It was not right! It was vomiting for him! For Leos capitalism is a
rip-off that illusions the simple ones to be treated like kings, while in reality
they are slaves of the economic ambitions of a few. Few men who believe
themselves to be masters of all other men, to be superior. False deities who
believe in the right to be served with slavery by everyone, without any respect,
while the people do not realize it!humanity, 3.5 billion people! But how was it
possible?!? It was not right! It was vomiting for him! For Leos capitalism is a
rip-off that illusions the simple ones to be treated like kings, while in reality
they are slaves of the economic ambitions of a few. Few men who believe

themselves to be masters of all other men, to be superior. False deities who
believe in the right to be served with slavery by everyone, without any respect,
while the people do not realize it!False deities who believe in the right to be
served with slavery by everyone, without any respect, while the people do not
realize it!False deities who believe in the right to be served with slavery by
everyone, without any respect, while the people do not realize it!
Leos then earned his living as a mathematics teacher at a high school in Los
Angeles, and also earned a little from the technical support he was asked
about his version of Linux that he distributed for free. "When I have at least
1800 dollars a month, between work and support, I already live great with
everything I need to live well, what do I care about having millions of dollars
from my works? To live happily you do not need anything, it is more the inner
richness that gives us true happiness, to do something for others! What needs
do the super-powerful ones have? It almost seems like they are eating gold! "
So he thought.
He also had a concept that he had tied to his last name. "Rapcore", "Rap-Core"
(rap nucleus, rap soul). In practice he claimed to have a soul a little rapper,
because he was often angry at the falsely virtuous society and full of ties and
exteriority, while in reality ... he was hypocritical and had nothing good and
substantial, nothing that it determined the spirit and the soul. He despised
society as it is, and despised those who made the social climber and at the
same time had no thought for the true good for others, only selfishness and
iniquity. Leos was a hand guy, one who felt good and at ease only with people
with a rich human heart and who did not swell with pride. He liked rap music,
like drum n 'bass music, and this music had written a lot of thought and
character in his heart. His heart was full of the thousand concepts he had
elaborated, he liked to think, and thought was a precious thing for him. He
called it the "road" of true elevation and freedom of a person.
- Done! -, he said to himself and if Leos.
- Ah yes, what? -, said a voice from the kitchen.
- Ah, I was talking to Madeleine myself, I had to implement the OpenOffice
installation in Linux - she replied.
Madeleine Glorieux was the bride of Leos, originally from France, of a town
close enough to Paris, Dozulé. He worked in a nursery, the Paradise Nursery
that was just a few steps from their home, where he looked after the children,
and where at the same time the children had filled his heart with wealth and
goodness.
- We only need the puppet of the Linux mascot penguin and you will prefer to
sleep hugged to him than to me! - said Madeleine with pungent sarcasm.
"It's an idea," Leos said, amused.
- Now the slaps fly! -, she replied with sarcastic irony.

Leos looked at her delighted by her beauty, blonde, with blue and slender eyes.
Adorable.
- The Tux penguin could never compete with your sex appeal! She laughed, how much she liked being revered by her Leos. Then he replied:
- And I also doubt that he knows how to cook like me, if you allow. Do you
know what I have prepared? - From the smell it could be spaghetti with meat sauce. - You went there for the smells, but not too much, cannelloni stuffed with meat
sauce and béchamel sauce! -.
- Fantastic, your love for Italian cooking undoubtedly makes me think that I
got a good deal to get married. Madeleine frowned at him. - Look, I see how you look at me, you married me
because you think I'm the best woman to make a beautiful baby! - Ahahah -, Leos replied, who in the meantime had turned off the computer
and had approached Madeleine and hugged her. - Candle light dinner? -

Chapter Four
Kyle shook Michael's hand. - I will help you in this undertaking, but
guide me because I have worked little on souls of the earth .... from Heaven.
I'm still an infant on the subject, compared to you. - he said humbly.
"Do not worry," replied Michael, "I will help you, and God will ensure that you
are inspired and capable of everything. Kyle bowed and thanked the Saints for calling him to work with them. It was a
remarkable leap in quality for him! He greeted them and walked out of the
court.
He was about to get up in the air to fly at the speed of thought towards his
castle, since he had to talk to Simona, when turning his eyes to his left he saw
a handsome man appear. He had long dark brown hair, and blue eyes full of
love. With majesty and sweetness he waved to him with a hand of waiting.
- Jesus! My lord! - Kyle said heartily, as he hurried to take a deep bow, bending
his knees.
- Peace to you my dear Kyle, loved Kyle who has suffered so much to be
reunited with the one he loves. How difficult was your world, and yet you
defeated it, you won it. I have always been proud of you in front of Simona, I
was happy for her, which has become an instrument of your sanctity deserved
with so much effort and with so much indifference to the woes of the world ... - Sir, you are overwhelmed with praise, I was only driven by my despair of not
being able to see Simona, I believed in God and I believed in you, and knowing
you I realized that with you I would have recovered Simona. I did not do it just

to deserve Heaven. - Do not worry, your face is precious in My Heart, and yet you can not really
see the value of your story. But humility is very welcome to me. I know that
you have become part of My warriors, it is a very great gift to be warriors of
My Kingdom of Heaven. - Yes, it's true, I did not expect to be important in your eyes, but I willingly
accept to help me too, in my possibilities. -, Kyle said putting an arm folded
behind his head as if to say: "but you are sure to give me this job?!?".
- Son - continued Jesus, seating himself on a nearby marble wall, and inviting
Kyle to do the same, - being warriors of light is a very precious gift, however,
involves the highest love and willingness to do good. You can not follow this
task if you think only to be the best, to overcome others. But this is not your
case, because I know your humility. The task of saving others is a task that
comes from my infinite love for creatures, My and that of the Father, and it is
the greatest ministry and task that a man can receive or ask in life, the most
precious. - Yes, I understand, my Lord. - The task of warriors of the Light is a task that I would give to a huge number
of men on earth ... even to men who dream of being heroes ... there are so
many Saints who started precisely from this. But unfortunately the men are
more and more committed to fight for mediocrity and vain and boastful things,
and I have to be content only often to make many "saved municipalities",
among the not too many that we can save. Instead, I would like to be able to
often enjoy the birth of new glorious saints who come to fill Heaven. Ah ... as
humanity often deludes me, so little is what it wants to give me. I live crumbs,
and I often have to pretend to be very happy with the crumbs I receive ... I am
able to give my creatures infinitely, respecting their freedom to choose or not
to follow Me,and I desire to have them with Me forever rich and great for all
eternity. But they ... are barely aware of My desires ... and I could say bitterly
that I am talking about Christians, while even more difficult it is with the
atheists that give me much greater suffering ... Kyle swallowed, - I'm so sorry, Jesus. - So little is the exchange of love that I receive from humanity! I am always on
the cross, and few help me to bring it, few imitate Simon the Cyrenian who
helped me to bring the Cross, or Veronica who has refreshed me with his love
giving me a drink and handing me his veil to clean and repair. As I would like a
world of heroes, of athletes of holiness or at least athletes of prayer, this would
really gratify me for having created humanity. - My Jesus, how great is your suffering! Why all these crosses? You have not
deserved happiness You, with all that you have already done in your earthly
life, just You who are the son of God? "said Kyle, dismayed.

- My happiness, My joys and My glories are without number and of infinite
quality, but I must also still carry so many heavy crosses for those who do evil
on earth. However, my greatest cross is only that many do not want to know
how to be saved, that I am indifferent to an arid and cold heart, and I see
them losing the precious treasure of eternal life, not for mine but for their will.
Another great suffering is that most believers are content with the minimum
necessary to be saved, just not to go to hell, without understanding in the
least that they will not have a second chance to make themselves that great
masterpiece of which I would be proud , and that I would also glorify forever.
My love is so great that I like more to give happiness and joys and glories than
having to give little ...but there are rules, the laws established by My Father ...
who does not give does not deserve to receive, at least not some thing, and so
we must adapt to the miserable little human good will, being satisfied with a
few saints. Now you are one of these, and what you are called to do is work for
a new great warrior of Light and Truth, a man who could lift up My punishment
a bit by creating many other warriors of God. He finished Jesus with a bright
smile, placing his long and powerful hand full of Spirit on Kyle's shoulder.and
what you are called to do is work for a new great warrior of Light and Truth, a
man who could lift up my pain by creating many other warriors of God. - Jesus
finished with a bright smile, putting his long and powerful hand full of Spirit on
Kyle's shoulder.and what you are called to do is work for a new great warrior of
Light and Truth, a man who could lift up my pain by creating many other
warriors of God. - Jesus finished with a bright smile, putting his long and
powerful hand full of Spirit on Kyle's shoulder.
- What you ask of me is something I do with great devotion and happiness to
serve you! But I wonder what a single man can do, it is difficult to have a
powerful voice for the world, few have had this gift. However I am at Your
service! - Kyle took the hand of the Lord and kissed it there where there was
the holy Piaga.
- We will do something great now, one of My last great mercies for humanity to
have a serious chance of getting out of the mud that traps and imprisons it. We
will see how they will react ... Then ... we can not hold back the hand of the
Father to infinity ... the world forces us to use strong manners, we can not let
the world become a place of billions of people who do not have nothing but hell
as their destination. We did not create creatures for this. Strong manners will
serve both to put the world back into proper holiness, and to save a huge
number of souls currently living on Earth, souls who do not have too many
hopes to save themselves otherwise. Now go, and live for the salvation of
souls, praying incessantly for this project, which will succeed in the best
way.Your prayer is very powerful because you have not asked much yet after
giving us so much. -.

Jesus raised his hand and making the sign of the cross blessed Kyle, then he
disappeared from his sight, in a light that took him away from his eyes. All that
was left was his intense scent of flowers that always felt in His presence, and
that Kyle had felt even louder as he kissed the Sore of his hand.
Kyle bowed, making the sign of the cross, excited by the words received from
the Lord, and got up in the air to go and tell the new things to Simona.

Chapter five
It stinks and stench, screams of agonizing pain and horror, souls
tortured by demons and burning in a fire that was always united to them, - not
an earthly orange fire, but a black fire that despaired them -, were around the
black scary throne where a being from unbearable iniquity, transpiring from all
his being, emanated everywhere with his proud spirit full of death, bringing
despair and terrible anguish.
Humbly and fearfully, a small demon approached the throne, bowing with
tremendous anxiety and waiting for the throne to speak to him.
- Who are you? " My name does not even remember," thought the little monster. "It's Jemas,
Lucifer, and I have things that worry me about giving you news. - Things that worry you? Are you a weak, Jemas? A poor useless slave
incapable of the smallest things? What is it that torments you? -, Lucifer looked
up in another direction to give a sign of contempt to the devil, - Speak, verge
of absolute insignificance, what is so disturbing to be displeased with your
miserable presence? -.
Trembling Jemas bow more, fearful of possible suffering on the way. "Here,
Lucifer, the man I'm dealing with is worrying me. I never managed to remove
it from its noble ideals, but it has always been far from the hateful faith that
completely removes our loot ... "Go on," Lucifer said as a black, semi-transparent demon offered him a cup
filled with the blood of a soul that had just fallen to hell. A portion of the red
liquid came out of some of the holes in his chest. He continued: - Exquisite,
the blood of the newcomers is always a delightful refreshment to get rid of a
bit of despair -.
Jemas wondered if he should be afraid of being tortured too soon, he knew
well how Lucifer personally tortured the demons that let a prey escape, and
already his situation was not the best, because of all the good that Leos had
done and that he had failed to prevent. He said: - The man I'm following I
think is about to get closer to God, to become a Christian! -. He had to say it,
it was useless to say when it was too late, but he said this with fear, for the

inner presentiment of being to take them soundly.
And in fact he was not wrong, Lucifer darted from the throne and in the blink
of an eye Jemas found himself lifted by the hand of Lucifer, who with his long
fingernail pressed painfully into his neck. - This you come to say? It's a terrible
thing, but why do I bother with this, unable to be? Do not you know that we
have this problem hundreds of thousands of times a day? You know the
practice, go to the commander of your team asking for reinforcements. Am I a
miserable commander, what do you think you bring your shameful littleness
into my sight? -.
Jemas could not breathe, only managed to get the word "Mi-cha-el" out of his
mouth.
Lucifer threw him to the ground, shouting: - How dare you say that ugly name
to me, in my presence?!? Jemas hastened to answer, keeping an arm out as if he could delude himself
that this "shield" could save him from Lucifer's wrath. - I saw Michael and
Gabriel arcangeli some times close to this man, with a very interested look and
talking to each other, and I am very worried ... that's why I thought it was a
good thing to dare to come and report to you. I would never have disgusted
your person of my disgraceful presence if it was not a serious matter what I
had to report! -.
Lucifer flamed in a rage of anger and restlessness, the black flame emanating
from him put terror in Jemas. - Michael and Gabriel? But who is this person?
What danger is there for us? Is he a brave person? We must fear that he can
become a great saint?!? -.
Jemas regained a bit of confidence to see that Lucifer was finally careful to
listen to him and not to make him terrorize with his inflated superiority, the
means by which the "old" (so the demons called him) kept everyone
submissive. - is a thirty year old boy named Leos Rapcore, is a great hacker
who is famous in the world for a version of Linux, you know, the free operating
system, and even if he is not a particularly brave person, at least so far, it is
still a a man of great virtues, humanly speaking, who has a certain position in
the underground technological world. It has some characteristics for which it
could also become a saint, in the hands of God ... "So it's not a worldly person, is it?" - Churches still anxious Lucifer.
- No, worldly fame has none, but it is still a well-known person, I do not know
what Michael and Gabriel were confabulating but I had a feeling that they could
have serious plans on him. We need you, you the great Lucifer will
undoubtedly be able to quickly solve the "annoying" problem. - I give you the help of two archdemons expert in persuading to love the evil
and in getting guilty to persevere in atheism, I'm too worried about being able
to exacerbate the economic crisis in the world, I want the break, the financial

crack, and I'm also working on some new horror movies from which I hope to
reap many unsuspecting victims for great future torture! Above all to enjoy
having taken away so many young people from God ... ah .. that delights
ignorant youth! ... I do not waste time until it comes to big things! In any case
I order you to come and report whenever there is important news! Now go,
and see to cooperate well with them, otherwise wait two weeks of terrible
torture to be so unable to do what a child could do! Go and tell these things
you told me at Rates and Cramon,tell them that they have my order to help
you in this situation. Jemas bowed deeply and hurried away, happily getting away with it. Lucifer
looked at him indignantly, he threw a kick into the belly of a black soul a short
distance, which he gasped in terror, and he sat down again. Then he ordered
the demon to serve him - Bring me a cup of the blood of that fresh soul again,
before it becomes a march, I have to boil myself because these things make
me black! -

Chapter six
Like an eagle landing, Kyle returned to rest on the grass in the garden
of his castle, and ran immediately up the steps. He opened the great door
entering the atrium and he shouted joyously: - Simona! -.
Simona immediately appeared from the living room on the ground floor,
looking at him with very open eyes, clearly waiting for what the news was. Well? - Michael gave me the mission to work with him, none other than with him, on
a man of the earth for whom God, our dearest Father, has an important
project! - Fantastic! -, said Simona putting his hands on his shoulders, - I'm happy for
you! -, came up and gave him a kiss on the cheek and a hug. Then he
withdrew, - and who is this man? - I still do not know much, they told me about so many great things that have
to happen and I think this man is somehow connected to all this talk, they told
me about the Great Tribulation, about Jesus' return, but I have not yet well
understood. - The Great Tribulation and the return of Jesus are part of what the Bible says,
in the book of the Apocalypse of Saint John the Apostle. But do you think it's
big things? - Yes, love, I think so. - And do you think you're prepared to do something useful? - said Simona
worried, even though she knew that Kyle was certainly not a person without a

backbone.
- I know little, it is only recently that I am here in Heaven and more than going
now and then from the friends we had on earth and from so many people who
have known about us, it is not that I did so much experience in sanctifying and
converting. But Michael told me that he will help me and that God will provide
for everything I need to do well. Simona looked with his eyes absorbed on the ground. Kyle said to her, "Are
you doubtful? "No, it was coming to my mind what Jesus and the saints were doing around
you, and I too learned from them when you began to convert. Kyle did not know about these speeches, he glanced in amazement - What
were you doing about me? You've never talked about it yet. What were you
doing? - Well, Jesus invited me to pour my martyr's spiritual blood on your head
often, the blood of the martyrs is very strong to get people's conversion, I
used it on you and also on my parents and you, on you had a very strong
effect. - Seriously? I thought you just prayed. Simona smiled, - There are many ways in which blessings, graces and
salvation are infused through faith and conversion ... The saints used to invoke
the Blood of Jesus, the Tears of Salvation of Our Lady, the merits of the
Passion, Death and Resurrection of Jesus, but they also used the merits of
their personal lives. They are very powerful means to obtain the things that
are according to the will of God. - Wonderful! Do you mean that my martyrdom is a powerful means of
intercession?!? - exclaimed Kyle.
- Even your merits of evangelization and prayer of the rosary, do you
remember how much you prayed? If you ask for thanks to Our Lady, she is
listening to you so much for all the rosaries you said, I was more attached to
the Sacred Scriptures and this power to obtain graces from Our Lady I do not
have it as much as you do. I can get more from the Father than from Mary. - Our Lady is so beautiful and always focused on doing everyone's good that
it's impossible not to be in love with her! I remember how good it was with me
the first days I arrived here, how much she interceded for my eternal beauty
and glory, she repaid me every rosary with abundant wealth! I want an
immensity of good! -.
- Also I -, said Simona, - it is impossible not to love the Madonna, when you
understand how inflamed His Heart of immense love for everyone, always busy
getting graces and blessings precious for every single person ... is really the
Mother of all men! Now I tell you, take the bottles of your martyr's blood,
and ... take mine too, it can be useful, as it was for you. Remember to use

them only when it is possible that they have great effects. It is useless to use
these riches at times when people are distantly thinking, you could guilty
waste these treasures! Kyle nodded, and said - OK, I'll do as you say. Jesus told me to pray a lot for
God's Plan to succeed. How should I pray? -.
- Did you meet Jesus too? -, he said with a smile Simona.
Kyle smiled, - Yes, if it is true that Our Lady makes you fall in love, it is also
true that Jesus only needs to look at Him in His immensely divine beauty to go
crazy with the fortune of having such a charming and wonderful and generous
God! Simona smiled. Then he said: - Well consider your characteristics you can pray
the rosary and you can offer your merits of evangelization and of suffering that
you have had because of the satanists, for this man. Then of course you can
invoke every kind of merit of the life of Jesus and Mary for certain things you
want to achieve for him. I will also pray for you so that you can have
everything you need to do this job well. - What certain things should I ask for him? -, asked Kyle with the face of one
who does not know what you are talking about.
- Well, you should ask for the peace of his soul, the wisdom of the heart, very
important, the Spirit of charity, of truth, of knowledge, and also of prayer, and
then the charisma of humility, purity, fidelity to guide the Holy Spirit. These
things are generally the most important things that we need to ask God for
ourselves and for others. - But only once, several times? With what prayers? - I told you, offer God the merits of Jesus and our asking in exchange for these
graces for your protégé, and do it often, it is difficult to get to the end of what
is to be achieved in these things, the more it receives, the better it is,
especially if there is a great task weighing on him. Kyle with a sudden impulse pulled Simona to him with a hug, saying: - You are
the providence of God I needed! I will never thank God enough for giving me
you! -

Chapter seventh
Numerous lights danced happily around a majestic light, powerful, very
strong, which filled with love the only look at it. "Holy, holy, holy", he felt with
melodious, harmonious and magnificent voices in chorus from all these lights.
Approaching Kyle began to distinguish the angelic and human form of all these
dancing lights, and in the center, the glorious throne of transcendental light
and divine fire on which the Father sat majestically, mighty and emanating

greatness and warm and warm light, creatures filled her with vibrations and
shivers of love and exultation. The divine Light of Paradise was something so
great and inebriating for the soul that earthly light was nothing compared. Kyle
was in flight and joined these angels and saints, praising and blessing God the
Father.How much he filled his heart when he was close to him, how good it was
to look at Him feeling the pervading of these vibrations of love and joy and joy
that penetrated his soul, giving indescribable inner pleasures!
Kyle knew that each of those angels and saints was in personal telepathic
connection with the Father, with God, and that he could have a private dialogue
with Him as he flew around. Once the praises were finished, he asked the right
to speak, saying: - Our God, Holy God, my God, I bless you and I thank you
for this task that you wanted to give me, just to me what a little man I am. I
am so happy to be of service to you and I ask you to help me with Your Grace
and Holy Spirit to do so, since I have little experience of these things. You are
great, you are good, you are able to make me a man capable of everything
you ask of me. Blessed are you, Father. Kyle was silent then and continued to
look at the Father, while he stood in the air in a fixed position, to be more
attentive to what He could have told him. He had a look from God,
magnificent,that melted his heart, and felt loved. He began to hear the voice of
God dedicated to him, which was imprinted in his soul until it became a clear
telepathic dialogue.
- Kyle -, he heard himself say to himself, - my beloved and beloved son dear,
how much pleasure I have that you came to communicate a little with me. You
know, son, no important action succeeds if first you do not worry about asking
for help and grace. But with My help you are able to do great things, and even
divine. - Even divine, Father? We are creatures, how is it possible? - You are truly children of God made to Our image and likeness, and through
prayer you open the communion with Us Trinity allowing us to infuse in you
Our holy and divine characteristics, so that your person, your words and your
works will always become from true children of God! You are made to be
children of God, to be full of my sanctity, but it is only through us that you can
grow towards it, but the men of the earth are only concerned with being false
"gods" with an immeasurable ego, according to the demonic conception of
what is being great or even divine! Poor illusions! How tiresome me
sometimes! They delude themselves of infinite greatness while they are small
like ants, while My believers, the real ones,they believe themselves as small as
ants without knowing how great their spirit is for me, sometimes ! How I wish
everyone would learn to see greatness starting from the big little things. That's
how you can get to big things! Poor creatures Mie! I say of those who are far
from My love ... because I love them truly, immensely, and I want their

conversion and salvation. I would like to work wonders in the lives of each of
them, but do you know why I can not? - I'm not aware of it, Father, please explain to me. - Kyle said.
- Because their ego, their pride, their pride, force me to be relegated away
from them, unable to act in a living way in their personal lives. They prevent
me from their sin of being present in their lives, and then they convince me
that I do not exist, after having prevented me from manifesting Me, with the
only reason that they are afraid for their lives, of having to be forced to make a
life with some sacrifices and difficulties and rules, while they want to do
everything they like and enjoy! If they knew that My project on them is only
the best for them, it's just making them big and happy forever! True
happiness, certainly not the miserable happiness that the worldly life offers,
which seems so great to them but that would immediately throw away, if they
would experience what I offer even for a few minutes!But they do not like it,
because the devil has led them to believe that only with freedom from My
person can you be free and great, while with me it makes him believe that you
are only insignificant slaves! How much falsehood! For it is precisely by
following him that they become slaves of little, of him, of the world, of sin, and
of the spirit of the flesh, while with me they would become kings and queens of
eternal joy and an eternal kingdom, Mine!mine!mine! - Father, forgive them ... they think that on earth, however, they should only
be servants, and that they prefer to enjoy life immediately instead of being
joyful with you only once you enter Paradise! -, replied Kyle.
- But which to enjoy life! They prefer little rotten and bad taste meat to My
succulent banquets! They see things in the fog, they delude themselves that on
earth the life of the sinner is more pleasant and rich and well lived than the life
I offer! No, Kyle, life on earth with Me can also be immensely more beautiful
than the life of the most "lucky" sinner! Only this is discovered by true
Christians, to whom I give a life truly as children of God. Those who do not live
with the risen Jesus in their hearts do not discover it! Jesus is the key to
happiness. With Him and with the Gospel in the heart, truly life is marvelous, if
I allow myself to be present in one's personal life ... other than spending one's
life from one channel to another on television! I would like a Father-son
relationship with every My creature,and this is the greatest joy for Me, and it is
the greatest joy for My creatures, because they delude themselves to be happy
with external things, and do not realize that the creature needs the Creator
and the inner richness, for to be in complete happiness! Happiness does not
depend on having, but on being! -. Kyle felt a pained heart in these last words.
A tear came to him thinking of how much the Father has little joy from the
creatures He had created to enjoy the beauty of life together.to be! -. Kyle felt
a pained heart in these last words. A tear came to him thinking of how much

the Father has little joy from the creatures He had created to enjoy the beauty
of life together.to be! -. Kyle felt a pained heart in these last words. A tear
came to him thinking of how much the Father has little joy from the creatures
He had created to enjoy the beauty of life together.
"What we will do with this man," the Father told him, "will truly be a great
treasure for the whole world. I decree it for My love for creatures, and I will
work as long as that happens, with you! See, My love for My creatures is
immense, yet the way of salvation, and the right to My infinite mercy, also asks
at least a little bit of holiness and justice and trying to walk through My ways,
at least a little for every week. But men do not like holiness and justice so
much. They want to see it from others who always criticize, but they personally
prefer not to worry about it. They dream of being heroes watching movies on
television, but they never cooperate with me to really become heroes, good!
They continually talk about love with big words,but they can never explain
what it is to love concretely! They rarely ask themselves whether the concrete
Love that Jesus taught in everything of His earthly life is the true key to victory
over all evil, and to the dominion of divine Love over all the earth! Men
remember Me only once every ten years, to beg me for reasons often of truly
marginal importance, while they do not realize that they need to ask Me for the
true riches! I need to make a big jolt to the Earth, to be powerfully awakened
and very many understand that they must begin to get busy! -.Men remember
Me only once every ten years, to beg me for reasons often of truly marginal
importance, while they do not realize that they need to ask Me for the true
riches! I need to make a big jolt to the Earth, to be powerfully awakened and
very many understand that they must begin to get busy! -.Men remember Me
only once every ten years, to beg me for reasons often of truly marginal
importance, while they do not realize that they need to ask Me for the true
riches! I need to make a big jolt to the Earth, to be powerfully awakened and
very many understand that they must begin to get busy! -.
Kyle was impressed by the precise analysis that the Father had given of the
modern world, it was really what was right to say about it! Then he asked what is in your project to do? The Father replied, "To bring a vastness of people to a great conscience of the
reality of things, so that they take responsibility and work in faith and in truth,
and so this opens the roads to us of Heaven to work extraordinary things for
them and for the true good of all humanity! I did not create My children to be
so easily destined for hell. And so I, all of you, and the humanity of the Earth
that corresponds to our invitation, must become the force able to save the only
saving Truth from the lies that cover the world, and with it the maximum
number of children that can be saved ! -.
- Not all Father? Is not it possible? -, Kyle asked.

- No, son, it's not possible to save everyone. Two thirds of them would already
be an incredible result. But we can not delude ourselves easily. Although I
strive to have faith in the qualities of men, they try so hard to make Me
understand that I place My faith badly. Perhaps a third of the saved men is the
result to which we can honestly aspire. However, there are also men who are
capable of doing such great things, who put themselves at my disposal for
such great projects, that one must never say that something is not possible. In
fact, it is enough for a Saint John the Apostle to re-establish the world in true
faith and true love. It is enough for a saint Paul to evangelize a continent. It
may be enough for a saint Francis to bring back the great holiness in the
people. It may be enough for a Padre Pio to make believe in Me through
miracles,- to make people understand that I am not dead and I am not a
legend - and to make millions of people love My beloved Mary, Mother of all,
and His Holy Rosary. And even a Leos Rapcore, the one I send you, or other
men like him to do things that can change the situation so much, much better!
And what I say is truth, it is not a random word! "So you believe so much in this man, Leos, I did not know his name yet. - Yes, I believe it, because I know his heart and I know his ideals. He is a
person of great nobility and love and truth. I like it, and it's the ideal person. I
want to reward him for what I know about him. Now you start the mission with
Michael, and always remember that prayer is the greatest weapon that exists,
the greatest. - Thank you Father -, Kyle said, - talking to you is always a source of beauty
and joy, I love you very much to dialogue, you are my God immense, good and
magnificent, and I adore you, forgive us men, if so little on earth we live in the
wonderful life always united to you! - then, resuming moving, he made one
last contemplation of the marvelous beauty of the Father. After admiring, Kyle
flew in search of Michael to begin the mission.

Chapter eight
The guardian angel of Leos was in trouble, these two new horrible
demons had suddenly appeared with that defunct Jemas and had quickly
begun to operate. Leos had made up his mind that it was a good idea to watch
a horror movie for once. The guardian angel, who was called Vitael, tried to
free Leos from malignant influence because he realized that horror movies did
not like Madeleine and so it was not a good idea, but he did not just have the
demon that influenced Leos to be removed, he had also to fight against
Cramon. He was so sorry about this surprise attack, because Michael had told
him that God's blessing was about to descend on Leos, and he was so pleased

with this because he loved Leos and his ideals so much,he was not a believer
yet, but certainly he was a man of rich values within his heart. On his salvation
he was fairly quiet, but if he became a Christian he was the best he could wish
for him.
Unfortunately, after a dozen slaps and punches each other with Cramon, it was
already too late, because Leos was already taking the jacket and the car key to
go to Blockbuster to see what films were available. Rates looked at him with a
wicked laugh, very ugly in his deformed head and broken into a point, from
which came out stinking gray matter. Even Cramon was not so beautiful, with a
hollow eye and the appearance of a very dirty, but also powerful and superbly
proud self. He had two long horns, two battered and pitted black wings, and
also a nose ring.
Unfortunately, the decision taken by Leos allowed Rates to own more and
harden his heart, so that now it was much more difficult for the guardian angel
to divert him from the decision.
Leos parked in the not too small parking lot next to the movie rental shop, and
entered. The guardian angel, with a wave of his hand on his forehead, thought
of how stupid he was not to have thought of it before, he immediately invoked
Saint Michael to help. It took a minute and a half for Michael to appear, along
with Kyle.
"We were already almost ready to come," Michael telepathically told Vitael.
"We left quickly, hearing your call to us by the Holy Spirit.
Vitael was not in the mood for long discussions, he immediately telepathically
transmitted the vision of the events that had just happened, asking Michael to
stop Leos. He was afraid that this thing would lengthen the time of his
conversion so much in which he hoped, or that it would ruin it before it began.
Michael approached Leos invisibly, while Kyle watched. Vitael explained to Kyle
what he had just shown telepathically to Michael. Telepathic communication,
also of visions and events, not only of thoughts, was always used between
angels and saints when it was necessary to quickly say something, otherwise it
was also used to speak aloud. Kyle understood that they had arrived just in
time, but he did not know how it could be useful. He began to pray to our
Father for the Father to free the boy from evil and his temptations, and above
all because God's plan was not slowed down by sin which was almost
inevitable.
An insight enlightened Michael by taking a look at the titles of horror movies.
He realized that the Father knew what he was advising him to do, and nudged
at Rates while the guardian angel rushed with his sword drawn to keep good
Cramon. A glance from Leos, directed by the influence of Michael, led the
young man to see a title, and said: - Wow! This is called "the evil sect"! Let's
see what the plot says - a little bit.

Rates and Cramon were baffled, attacked them for such a minor damage? They
watched.
Leos read that the film was about the mysterious sect with occult esoteric
powers that created evil in the world with mysterious mantras and secret rites,
will the protagonist succeed in destroying their dream of dominating over men?
Leos was interested in the mystery that aroused history, and decided to take
this film on DVD. Rates and Cramon looked at each other smiling mockingly,
and began to say to each other, with obvious mockery, - The great Michael!
What incredible heroic deeds he can do! Ha ha ha! We should begin to feel
unworthy of battles so humiliating for our superiority, if that is all Heaven can
do! -.
Kyle clenched his hands with the desire to pull two powerful punches at
everyone, but Michael stopped him with a hand squeezing his eye. - Do not
worry Kyle, we in Heaven like to laugh last -.

Chapter ninth
"It does not seem like the best film you could ever get," Madeleine said
to Leos as she ate the popcorn she had made an hour ago together under the
blanket with him on the couch. - You know that bad things do not like me -.
Leos was also rather disappointed with the film ... - I did not know that this
film talked about Satanism, I was always disgusted by all talk about Satanism,
it seems such a deplorable thing for a man to worship Satan! -. He spoke thus,
but it is not that Leos had ever believed in the existence of the devil, he
thought it was a character of medieval Christian legends that, fortunately, in
today's modern world it was now understood that they are all stupid things.
Michael took advantage of the situation by quickly taking possession of his
Leos influence. - But you know, how disgusting, I have doubts about these
things, I never believed ... But if the devil existed and there was hell and there
really existed so bad people, you should tell everyone, because it is absolutely
horrible, and I've never heard of anyone talking about it! Could it be that
Christians are right to say that it exists? Apart from that often they do not
even believe them ... I just know that the people of this film makes me so
disgusting that it makes me tremble at the thought that there really are
Satanists who do these things! Yet we know that there are really seven satanic
... will they really do things like this? - Leos continued to say.
Michael winked at Kyle, who smiled, though with a little sadness, because his
thought was faced with internal suffering at the thought of satanic sects. It was
satanists who killed Simona and brought all the suffering into his heart, he felt
sorry for having to think about these things that he had not thought about for

a long time. He wondered what this had to do with him, he did not want to
know about those things since he was in Heaven. Cramon and Rates instead
shouted their anger, beginning to try to fill the heart of Leos with fear, that he
did not dare say things so stupid that he only had to have terror and shut up,
but Vitael made a shield globe with the grace of God appealing to the merits of
so many good things that Leos had done in life to strengthen their
protection.Leos had a moment of fear at the thought of being in danger of
talking about certain things, but thanks to the shield this thought disappeared
in a moment while he returned to focus on the story of the film.
Kyle stayed a while staring at Vitael thinking, "But how powerful are the
angels! What kind of powers! "
Jemas started to rave - Nooo! Nooo! Inetti! -, and immediately ran away, with
the purpose of going to report. He thought to himself: "At least it is not with
me that Lucifer will get angry, those two stupid little brain wanted to make the
smart and Michael took them off guard! I have no fault! ".
Lucifer was giving orders to three other demons when Jemas arrived at his
throne made of mud and covered with hot pitch. - Work with that singer,
because the last record he made mentioned love too often, but I want him to
do something self-centered in which he presents himself as an idol! Have him
sing a bit of sex and how much he enjoys it, and the desire to have fun and go
to the disco, or let him say so many superb phrases about himself ... let him
do something like that. I want you to come out of the tendency to make deep
songs! The first record they rub us very often, but play with his pride now that
he is famous, to make him proud and make him do so empty things of spirit! -.
He saw Jemas and made a grunt of contempt. - What do you want? Already
back? I hope you will have good news for me! -.
- I do not have any faults, I have done evil with devotion, but your two arcidia
that you have associated me have combined a great mess! -.
Lucifer snorted with anger and had a blaze of fiery black fire from his eyes and
the back of his neck. - They are demons that can almost always do great
damage! What happened?!? -.
- The problem is not so much their idea, they decided to start the work by
showing him a horror movie, but suddenly Michael appeared and took the
young man to watch a movie about the satanic sects, and ... - Jemas lowered
his voice a little to avoid irritating Lucifer, - and ... the man said that if he knew
that those things of the sects and satanism really exist, he would tell everyone
that there is the devil and hell and people of that kind! -.
- And who would you ever tell? To twenty friends who take him for crazy? Keep
working! -.
- But ... Lucifer ... you know that the Almighty takes these resolutions very
seriously! I do not wish we had to find out that there was more to fear! I told

you that Michael is often close to this man, are you sure we do not have to be
afraid? -.
Lucifer put a hand on his chin. - In fact you're right, you have to take the
matter more seriously. I have to think about it ... What evil people live around
the young man? -.
- Well the world is full of evil people, but for sure you will be pleased to know
that the school where Leos teaches has nothing less than a principal associated
with Freemasonry, you obviously know the character, his name is Daniel
Finn ... -.
- That? Wonderful! He is a repulsive and disgusting person, although
unfortunately cowardly ... but other than that, he is just like me! You said that
this young man, Leos, saw a film about satanic sects ... very well. I will
personally take care of the thing to get into the life of this Leos through my
good son! -. Then he looked up, inspiring his lungs and shouting: - O my hated
enemy, if your poor creature liked to watch a film about the satanic sects, now
I ask right to be able to try it in that direction, without making it bill. Put it to
the test, decide what he likes, if your spiritual world or mine! I have the right
to have a chance to remove it from your desires! It is too easy to decide to
take them without putting them at a crossroads!So you have to give me a
chance! -. Then he re-established his hate-filled look on Jemas.
- As you wish, or great Lucifer, you will deal with it directly ... what tasks do
we have instead? -, the demonetto told him.
- Try to harden the heart of Leos and not let it think too much! -.
His throat choked in Jemas. "A more difficult task could not give it to me?", He
thought knowing the continuous brain activity of the boy and his tendency to
joy. Then he answered, with the desire to leave as soon as possible, before
Lucifer could get out of his internal reasonings and remember their failure: - At
your orders. -, and left quickly.
Lucifer saw him leave, thoughtful as he stroked his chin. Then, beating his
head with one hand, he shook his head as he realized that he had forgotten
something important: "Next time I must remember to make him take a plunge
into the sulfur pond and the burning embers!"

Chapter tenth
- So, you have this function, find me the value of the x within five
minutes, who tells me first the right value takes a praise in my register. - said
Leos sitting on the desk while looking at his 22 pupils in the second high
school, in Loyola High School in Los Angeles. The class was made up of half
males and half females. Being thirty-year-old Leos and good looking (short

black hair kept with gel fired in every direction and green eyes), he was a
pleasant man for girls, and males often made their ironic jokes on the cooked
fish of the class. But Leos was not a frivolous man, for him there was only
Madeleine, who looked so beautiful that it was difficult for a girl to attract her
eyes more than she, especially not fifteen-year-old girls!
- The x is worth 3.4 professor -, said a young man with glasses and very
intelligent appearance.
- Very good Marcus, I imagined that it would have been you to say the answer
first! -, he was about to say something else, when the bell rang at the end of
the hour. - Well you guys your tasks are on page 71 of the exercise, the
exercises number 37, 38, 40 and 46. See you in two days. The class put the maths books and notebooks back in their briefcase as they
prepared for the third-hour teacher's arrival. Leos instead had no lessons in the
third hour, went to the ground floor to get a coffee at the machine, and met a
colleague with whom he had discreet friendship. On the next table was a rather
older man reading the newspaper as he sipped his coffee too.
- Leos, my dear hacker friend, do you know that I just can not understand how
to use your operating system? You tell me to try Linux that is better than
Windows but it seems to me much more difficult. I inserted the self-starting
disk and started the computer boot from CD, but then I did not know how to
connect to the internet once started, and there were a lot of programs inside
the menu that I did not know what they were for. - said the colleague.
- William, I know that at first glance is an operating system that does not know
where to start, for those used to Windows, but it is not so difficult once you
have entered the logical key of how to use it. You should simply read tutorials
by looking on Google and you will find every explanation for everything. In my
site, however, I put a specific tutorial for those who are just getting started
with my version of Linux. At first it seems difficult but then you understand
that with a few things to learn, then you find yourself with a world available
with whatever you need, for free! - answered Leos.
- Yes, but I told you that I can not connect to the internet because there are so
many data to insert and I do not understand! -.
- You just have to go to download the tutorial on my site while you're from
Windows and print it, then you read it and try to do things written with the
computer started from my CD. Obviously there is also the explanation of how
to start the internet connection. Remember to write your connection data first,
finding them while you're on Windows. - Leos, to do you the pleasure of trying your operating system I do it willingly,
but for me what is the reason to switch from Windows to Linux, when with
Windows I already do everything I need? - said, with a pout William.
Leos smiled, - it's a matter of philosophy of the heart, a way not to be slaves

of the system that just wants to squeeze, breathe the breath of clean air that
the OpenSource software world offers you, instead of the stale and heavy air of
that that comes from the commercial world. At these words the man on the table looked up at Leos, smiled at him and said,
"Would you mind coming to my office and talking a little?" I'm interested. Do
you have lessons now Leos? -.
- No, sir, I have a free hour from work. Leos said gently but without too much
enthusiasm. The principal was a person a little heavy and dry for his tastes, for
him who was so free and enthusiastic about everything.
- Come, come -.
They went to the office one behind the other.
The headmaster sat down in his chair inviting Leos to sit on a chair in front of
him, in front of the desk.
"I had no idea that I had an operating system, that I did such great works, it's
interesting to hear this," he said, to begin the conversation.
- It is not really that I have made the operating system, Linux exists from the
fatigue of thousands and thousands of free programmers, who have had at
heart to create a free operating system with free programs available to
anyone. An operating system that allows you to disconnect from the yoke of
multinational companies. I have only made up my own personal version of
Linux piece by piece. I started by playing, to understand how an operating
system is made, using a manual called "Linux from scratch", which teaches
how to create a Linux version from scratch by putting together the various
components, and then I got more and more I taste until I want to make my
own personal version, a Linux distribution that is aimed at a hacker approach
to using Linux. It was difficult to learn how to program,but with a bit of
goodwill and commitment I learned so many things. - Laos answered honestly.
- I like them, I like people of good will, who engage their talents for the good
of many people, you are truly a laudable person. But "distribution" exactly
what does it mean? -.
- It means that my version of Linux, regularly updated, has become an internet
distribution through the dedicated website, which has been downloaded by
hundreds of thousands of people all over the world, maybe millions but I'm not
sure ... Headmaster Daniel had a wide-eyed look. - Are you serious? Do you do such
great works and here you do not know anything? Nobody has ever talked
about it! And do you have any income from this work of yours? You said that it
is free software ... -.
- Well there's no reason for me to boast and struck ... What do I earn? The
pleasure of doing something good for the world, that's all ... or at least for the
computer world. It's something I've never thought about before, the pleasure

of trying to do good to others, but since I started this adventure, I really feel
like filling my heart for the good I know I do to others, it's like I understand
that now I have a concrete value and not a value that I gave myself without
having done works ... Anyway some entry comes to me, for advice related to
my operating system or simply to Linux in general, but I am kind that not think
too much about money. It is enough for me to live well. Daniel took a sharp, catchy look, "So you're practically a philanthropist," he
said, smiling.
"I do not know what that means," Leos replied.
- The philanthropists are those who have a deep love for other human beings
and are concerned with doing something good for them. In the philanthropic
society of which I am part, you could really be a welcome item. In my society,
each of us focuses on some fields, and together we work for the human and
cultural evolution and well-being of everyone! For example, together with some
others, I am involved in making decisions about what should be the teachings
and instructions to be given to our young people in schools and universities. I
deal with finding books and topics and initiatives useful for the cultural
development of young people.
"Oh," Leos said, "I congratulate you on these things." I do not know how I can
be useful -.
- Well in the computer world a "big piece" like you could be useful for the
development of computer systems that improve the quality of the technology
we need, you do not know how much money is always spent on paid software,
in public institutions. Maybe you would be useful to understand together how
you can improve the IT situation of institutions with low costs, and direct
operations. As you say, wisely, it is very pleasant to become useful for the
common good. If you appreciate, I can introduce you to the other members of
my association. - What is this association called? -, asked Leos.
- It's called the Masonic Association of the Rotary Club. Freemasonry, in short.
How about knowing each other? - said Daniel with a captivating smile.
- We can talk about it. - answered Leos, returning the smile. Invisibly, Lucifer
looked at Michael making the sign of his middle finger.

Chapter eleventh
Michael gritted his teeth, his eyes were fiery in seeing Lucifer's face
close to Daniel Finn. He understood that they had already been discovered that
there was an important project. Lucifer was playing dirty and Leos was in
danger of moving from the domain of Light to darkness. "We must run for

cover immediately," he told Kyle.
Kyle said, "What can be done? - Let's push him to talk about these things in Madeleine. - I would have two bottles of blood from my martyrdom and Simona, she
advised me to use them but I do not know when it may be time! - Kyle
continued.
- You can shed a few drops now that of Simona, she died because of Satanists.
It is powerful because the soul of Leos does not die because of this sectarian! Kyle took the bottle of Simona's blood from his shoulder bag, kissed it and
begged three of our Father. Then he opened the cap and poured some drops on
the head of Leos. - God bless you, brother. That you are not deceived by evil -.
Leos had a very simple and also quite pure soul, on him the effect of Simona's
blood after a few minutes began, since he began to have doubts and distrust of
Daniel and what he had told him. He did not particularly like the idea of an
elite group of unknown people making decisions for everyone, beyond their
philanthropy, because intuition told him that something was not back.
When he returned home in the afternoon, he met Madeleine who was listening
to rock music hybrid to rap. "Hello love," she told him.
"Hi, puppy," he replied.
- You know came out the new album of Sound Extasy, it's great it was so much
that I wanted to hear a new album! I saw him in surprise today in the shop of
music in the window, on the way from kindergarten home. - Fantastic! They like me too, "Leos replied. - Today, however, I have known
that my principal is part of a philanthropic society and asked me if I want to be
part of it. -.
Michael did not lose a moment, and gave a strong wave of negativity towards
Madeleine with an angry beating of wings.
She looked at him as if she were talking bullshit. - How sorry? Now what is a
philanthropic society? Are not you talking about a secret sect?!? Stay away
from those things! -.
- I did not talk about a secret sect, I said a philanthropic society, that is a
society of people in a good social situation that work for the good of all men for
the improvement of society -.
- Yes, of course, an elitist society of riches who care so much for the good of
the poor and ordinary people! But please! -.
"Well, there are many rich people who do something for others," Leos replied.
- Love, trust me, do a research on this company first, if there's something
wrong with the internet, find out. What is the name of this company? -.
- Freemasonry, Masonic association of the Rotary Club ... -.
Madeleine shuddered, - Brrr! What a bad name! It gives me little confidence! -.
- All right love, I do a search, if it makes you feel more comfortable - said Leos

going to the kitchen to get a cup of fresh milk and some biscuits. Madeleine
looked at him with a worried look, but then resumed her concentration on the
wonderful music she was listening to and started doing dance moves up and
down the living room.
Kyle meanwhile began to offer prayers to God for his merits and for Simona for
the sake of Leos.
Leos was sitting at the computer. The sites of the Masonic societies were rather
boring to read; they only understood that they were working to govern society
for the common good, for the freedom, equality and fraternity of the people,
and had tendencies of newage spirituality. He did not think there was anything
special to be afraid of. He was deciding to leave it because everything seemed
clean by now.
Michael looked at Kyle and said, "It's time to think about doing it now, pouring
all the blood from the Simona bottle on his head and his soul."
- All?!? -, said Kyle, thinking about how precious that bottle was.
"Trust me, even if it did not have the effect that I hope now, it will have good
effects in the next few days," Michael replied.
Kyle took out the bottle and poured the precious red liquid on Leos's head,
praying that he would wash his whole soul.
Leos was about to shut down the computer when suddenly the lighting came to
him that he had to read super-partes information, meaning that they were not
words of Masons but words of people outside.
He then began to search on youtube and google, he saw numerous titles of
articles that did not seem full of praise, far from what he had read on the sites
before. A link on google said "Masonic Sect: a facade of apparent holiness and
a reality of immense unequal power". He decided to read this. Reading learned
that masonry used to lure its adherents with a philanthropic facade, and that
used this facade to look good to public judgment, while in reality it lived only
for power, to accumulate wealth and to enslave the people to their doubts
projects for the secularization without morals of society. "Why without
morals?", Leos wondered. The article went on to say that it was the cause of
the facilitation of very controversial policies,such as the mixing of peoples of
different races through immigration, to weaken the patriotic spirit and the
strong identity of each nation, then that they favor abortion, as necessary to
combat the overcrowding of planet Earth, euthanasia as a right of those who
live in a vegetal way, also favored a weak policy and in continuous struggle
between different factions in a false democracy that in reality followed all the
same precompiled objectives, the same plan of exasperation of peoples until a
new world order could be established, or a single government for the whole
world. Lastly he read that they were concerned with keeping the

consciousnesses asleep through television programs and books that prevented
the awakening of men,that they were unaware of the great truths that make
humanity dangerous for their purposes, and that they would make them love
the bad and the bad things. "My God," Leos thought, "but what's the point of
everyone having a sleeping conscience?!? Why do they worry about these
things? Madeleine was right, if this article is true, there's a lot that stinks about
these Masonic societies! "
He decided to open the IRCnet chat and see if any of his hacker friends were
on the #hackpower channel he was always dating. He saw that there were a
dozen of his friends. His name in the chat was WhiteEagle.
<WhiteEagle> "guys, listen a bit, do you know anything about the seven
Masons who secretly control politics in the world, and also many public and
private sectors?"
While he waited for answers to his question, he began to see what titles there
were on video youtube on the subject. Judging by some titles these videos
confirmed the speeches of the article just read. There was also a video with the
words "the masons are sons of Lucifer", with an image of a devil with horns
that held the planet Earth on one hand. In Leos came a look of disbelief in
disbelief, and immediately dismissed this video. "Now we do not exaggerate,"
he said to himself.
In the meantime a great fight had begun between our Michael and Kyle and
Vitael against Cramon, Rates and Jemas. Fortunately Lucifer could not be near,
because for him, more than any other, the Most High had established that he
could do harm only where the door was opened, or where there was a
Christian who had to spend a period of trial of the his faith. For Lucifer, more
than anyone else, it was not possible to do everything he wanted.
The three bastards wanted to fill Leos with diabolic vexations, of fear of being
discovered and made out. It was their usual tactic, causing people to escape
from certain topics without ever wanting to talk about it, putting them in fear
of possible dangers and being seen by someone in what they are doing. Their
method was to make people believe they were in danger for the things they
had discovered, as if there were cameras everywhere or people paid by the
strong powers who were watching everything that the unaware victim did.
However it was too early for them to use this technique, Leos was too fresh
and manly of his carefree life ignorant of what is believed to be the world of
the mighty wicked, to be able to already put these fears on him. So Michael
and Kyle and Vitael,for the blessing of the Most High, they managed to keep
demons away with their swords. Kyle beat with a sword and fists. Michael with
his flaming sword made God's burning fire felt on Cramon, the strongest and
strongest, and with a grunt he collapsed to the ground, gasping in expectation
that his life had just returned to return to fight. In fact, this works for the

demons and for the inhabitants of the Paradise warriors, when you lose in
battle it takes a time to get back the life or the lost forces, since death does
not exist for them, there can only exist the weakening to force to take them, or
strengthening by force of winning. This also depended on the good will and
actions and the good spirit of the protected people, or their sins that took
power away from Heaven.That is why Jesus had told Kyle that at all times He
had suffering because of the sins of men, and not only in His earthly life, He
carries our sins and asks only for some true love.
Rates continued to take sound punches and full of divine power from Kyle, who
had always been on earth a man of so much condensed Spirit of Truth, and
therefore had great strength in the acts he performed, a force in the very
powerful soul. Vitael had no particular problems with Jemas, over the years he
had learned all his weaknesses, like always repeating words that took away his
self-esteem and self-confidence making him weaker, like: "how can you have
divine power that you despise God? Do not make me laugh that you know
you're a coward! ", Or:" your inner divisions are many, try to collect your
pieces if you want to be able to fight! ".
Leos in the meantime had spent an hour and a half reading and looking at
these matters, then by skillful move of his guardian angel, he felt that
something called him to watch the video he had initially despised. His
intelligence could not forget that title so hard, that he had questioned and
desire to know, while continuing to turn between different articles and video
titles, of which he had seen four more in a few minutes each (because he did
not want to having to take long video footage, he just wanted some quick
information). Meanwhile, the hacker friends realized that they had answered.
Not all, seven of them.
<Technic> "No WhiteEagle, never heard of, are they important? I do not know
anything about it. "
<CodePow3r> "I'm sorry I only heard about it once, but I did not go into it."
<LovingTux> "Boh, I'll do some research and then I'll tell you. Why do you
ask? "
And so on with similar phrases ...
Leos remained rather perplexed. "Do Masons control society for the good of all
and are invisible and unknown even for my hacker friends who are always
informed about so many things? A little shady that a company that says it is
good for everyone is not known by anyone! ". A little angry, he said to himself,
"Okay, let's see that video!"
He did not want to understand what he understood, it was a horrible thought,
but the video was so well done, so credible, that he had to bang his hand on
his forehead saying: - They want ignorant and sleepy consciences because
they want men to stay away from spirituality and especially from the Christian

faith, especially Catholic! That's why they act! But why this? They invented the
newage on purpose to remove all from Catholicism, they hate the Catholic
Church. They want to destroy it! But why? It will be for the excessive power
that the Church has always had in history? I would understand them. But no ...
here he says that they feel the mystical body of the devil, which is his militia.
Mystical body ... I once heard a catechism as a child that the Church of
believers is the Mystical Body of Jesus Christ,in which everyone has a task for
the good of the rest of the body! So these people believe in things that are the
opposite of Christians! Holy God, but does it mean that those things of the
Catholic faith are more than fables? It seems strange to me that the demon
exists, it seemed to me an old-fashioned legend for medieval people ... but
these people really believe in the devil and his existence! They ... work for the
devil! Michael took out his thundering voice by raising a great song of praise and
thanksgiving to the Most High God Almighty, while Leos pondered meditatively
on these things. Simona's blood had proved enormously useful, as always
happens with the blood of the new martyrs of Christ. Michael knew these
things well.

Chapter twelfth
- You were right, love, it's a dangerous sect. -, said Leos to Madeleine.
- What did you find out? -, she replied with the face of someone saying "I told
you ...".
Michael looked at Madeleine and then Kyle, telling him - Luckily we have this
girl near Leos, you do not know, but her work with the children has made her
full of Heaven and empty of dirty things. It's really easy to use this girl for us!
-.
Leos replied to Madeleine: - I discovered that they secretly control politics,
health, education, television and information, books and a lot of music ... in
practice they love power ... - Just the kind of people you've always despised! - she exclaimed.
- Yes, but I did not know these things, it's very serious, worse than what
seems to be saying just this. There is more, practically playing to keep the
consciences of men asleep through a world that bombards them every day with
millions of things of no value, to keep them away from the Christian faith ...
and this they do because they are Satanists who want serve the devil and want
to prevent people from believing easily in Christ. -, he replied with a face
dismayed and disappointed Leos.
Madeleine sat down on a chair in the kitchen they were in, saying - Oh my

God! It's strange to hear about such things in today's world! To believe in
Christ, to believe in the devil, who thinks more about us today? What ugly
people ... -.
- The fact is that they believe both the demon and the existence of God, but
they want no one to believe it, it's this strange, the fact that it seems that they
try to help the devil ... because everyone goes to hell . This is what ultimately
seems to be the crux of the matter. I read that even the new age and many
new religions and philosophies create them, just for this, to create a Babel of
faiths! Or they facilitate the diffusion of other religions that are less dangerous
for their personal purposes, or the strengthening of heretical Christian
confessions. All to demolish true Christianity starting with Catholicism! All that
is useful for him to make confusion in men do or facilitate it! They control
everything so that the world lives in a way that takes it away from Paradise!
They do not want people to believe in the Christian faith and eternal life
through Jesus! -. Leos opened his hands as if to say: "Who knew these
things?!?".
- Well, then ten thousand times better Christians, even in spite of so many
practical inconsistencies ... They believe in a God who gave his life to save
them and that they must follow His example of life, full of many small or great
sacrifices for the salvation and the good of all! ... it's not that they do it a lot
but the theory of their faith is fantastic ... teaches to be heroes! In theory,
logic is certainly wonderful, and in any case there are some of them that
seriously follow it! Jesus has reached the maximum in this, until the total
sacrifice! The cross undoubtedly has a fascinating glory, if you think it is an
instrument of resurrection ... we can say that the cross is glorious too! Did not
Jesus become the most glorious being of all thanks to it? To die in a crucified
cross for the salvation of all through him,and then enter into glory for
eternity ... this is what Christianity teaches, to bring the just and holy crosses
to deserve eternal glory! But to tell the truth I would also say to deserve to
have lived, how do you say you deserved to live, if you have never brought
some cross for the good of others in life?!? -, Maddalena was in a flash of
genius.
Leos looked at her in amazement, she did not even look like her, she was not
used to hearing her talk about faith, she was so attractive and able to fall in
love with him, in this unusual manifestation ... Invisibly Kyle smiled at Leos'
inner thought, because he knew that Michael he was doing wonders. He threw
a massive punch at Rates that was approaching Leos, protecting Vitael's action
near the young man. The angel had an idea and wanted it to materialize as
soon as possible.
Leos found himself through a very interesting thought, then he said - Maybe
we should look at the Passion of Christ by Mel Gibson, since we are on the

subject, maybe we understand something more. - Much better than the horror film of the other day! -, marked Madeleine who
had never enjoyed horror movies.
Michael made a sign to say, "Evvai!", Waving his fist in the air with exultation.
- We have Holy Mass! -, Vitael exclaimed happily to Michael and Kyle. Then he
added: - I think this Mass will understand it very well, the Lord will give it light
of understanding ... let us pray together -. And they began to pray invoking
the Spirit of Truth who entered Leos and took possession of him.

Chapter thirteenth
"Be ready with your blood bottle," Michael told Kyle, who nodded with a
bright flash of confidence in his eyes.
Leos and Madeleine were watching the movie from the internet that night,
hugging each other on the couch. But Leos certainly was not distracted. The
film had such an extraordinary pathos that it did not take a second of the film.
Not even Madeleine was distracted, the popcorn was almost at the initial level.
- The story of Jesus is truly fascinating - he told her. "It's a really good movie,"
she replied.
They had followed the suffering of Jesus in Gethsemane, his capture and the
trial. Now the real suffering was about to begin.
"They told me it's a bloody movie, with lots of blood ..." Madeleine said.
Leos replied: - Well, the passion of Jesus was really very bloody, from what I
know -.
The scourging of Jesus by the Romans began. What suffered images! Jesus in
the film accepted everything without complaining, and Leos was struck by his
manhood. But when a scourge remained stuck in the side of Jesus, making a
frightful wound and snudging some ribs, Leos tore his heart from suffering and
compassion. Kyle had the readiness to shed some of his blood on the head of
Leos by praying for his faith. Leos cried a little, tears ran down his face. He
entered into a thought about the most sacred and attentive Christ, was deeper
in understanding who was that character who had lived two thousand years
before an extraordinary life for the good of all.
Kyle wondered if anything was his blood. For more than half an hour he did not
see anything special in Leos's thought, yet he saw him very attentive and he
too looked interested in some pictures of the film. There was no need to fight
with demons, because the choice of Leos and Madeleine to watch the film had
sent by God some majestic seraphim and cherubs that kept the impure spirits
away and interceded for the two young men. In fact, when good things are
done, God's protection is approaching, and if you do very good things, demons

are forced to stay away, when it becomes very bad, instead, the dangerous
influence of evil is approaching and it goes away. God from themselves. The
seraphim with their golden wings while protecting the area prayed for the heart
of the two young men, while the cherubim,with their glorified head of glorious
light, because of their merits of thought and speech, they prayed for the
quality and sanctity of the mind's thought of the two.
The scene of Jesus arrived, raised on the cross, nailed on it, together with the
image of Jesus raising the consecrated bread saying: - This is my body, offered
as a sacrifice for you -, and Leos had a burst of tears . Michael glanced intently
at Kyle, who grasped the thought immediately effused his blood on Leos,
invoking from God the gift of conversion and faith for his protege. This time it
worked.
Leos had the opening of the third eye of the mind, the spiritual eye of faith, on
the forehead, and suddenly felt an unknown Spirit take possession of him from
the forehead, gradually throughout the body.
Jesus appeared invisibly next to Kyle and thanked him, then penetrated the
soul of Leos. - Now he will infuse His Spirit into his mind and heart, soul, spirit
and body. Bravo Kyle, now he will wake up from the sleep of spiritual semideath! -, Michael said to Kyle.
Kyle answered: - I did not do anything, you're always doing everything! I am a
little help, I would like to know how to do more! "Do you think I do not notice all the clever prayers you make from morning to
night for this man?" If things go well it's also the result of your constancy in
praying, without ever stopping! - Michael continued.
Kyle was about to reply something when suddenly the Woman appeared, the
greatest Woman, Mary, the Mother of God and of the men, with some angels
around her that crowned her. She smiled at Michael and then at Kyle,
approached Leos, who was all focused on quietly enjoying this inner experience
he had never known. He opened his mouth in a voice with a charming melody
and said, "God, Father, listen to your humble handmaid. I ask the Spirit to
bring me prayers and prayers made on this day for the conversion of sinners,
for I desire that this one of you and my son have to know the Truth, and
become worthy of eternal life! You love your son and you have important
projects on him. Listen to the woman who has done everything for you,
without ever denying you anything.Allow me to deliver it covered with fragrant
and holy virtues, graces and blessings. While Kyle looked admiringly at the Madonna, contemplating his maternal
virility, he began to see around them rain fragrant flowers, roses of all colors,
lilies, violets, tulips, mimosas, lavender, and many others. Our Lady took them
one by one and invisibly inserted them into the heart of Leos with her hand
saying: - These perfumed prayers are for the gift of the wisdom of the heart.

These others are for you to have the gift of humility. Receive these other
flowers donated by holy friends and brothers so that you may have the gift of a
strong faith ... - and so it continued, while also Vitael and other angels imitated
the gestures of Our Lady. The soul of Leos, unconscious of the invisible event,
became ever more luminous and full of beauty.Mary placed her hands on the
face of Leos without he being aware of it, and said: - The face of your soul
reacquire the wondrous features of the Holy Face of My Son Jesus, dead and
risen for you, and also the consciousness of your soul regains the image of the
face of Jesus! Return faith in yourself and redeem your Father whom you have
forgotten, rediscover God, who is Love and Truth! -, then he moved his hands
on his head saying: - Holy Spirit, take possession of this soul by washing the
stains and ruins of sin with the precious Blood of Jesus, and sanctifying him to
become a son of Heaven! -. From the luminous spirit of the Madonna, pledged
by the third person of the Trinity, a gentle Spirit on the person of Leos was
made present sharing it, and began to incorporate it all, and,while the
Madonna continued to mentally pray for the Spirit to be infused in him through
her, the divine blood materialized in Leos' soul, which a little at a time filled it
all, until all was washed in the Blood of Jesus.
The face of Leos's soul had become bright with real life. There were no signs of
sin that gave his soul an aged and worn look. Jesus remained in Leos to
enhance the concrete effect of the intercession of His Mother, becoming ever
more incarnate in Leos, since man is the temple of the Trinity, according to his
own consent to It. Michael explained to Kyle that every man had his personal
Jesus, dedicated to him personally, and that the purpose of a man's life is to
become an adult in Christ to be a true child of God. - But it takes a lot of time
and good deeds to become spiritually adults -, Michael ended up saying.
Leos kissed Madeleine on the back of the head as the film hit the end credits. You know my love ... Now I'm awake and I see! I converted to Christ, I
understood! I felt a spiritual awakening within me and great and wonderful
things, and now I know that Jesus is the Savior of the world, my personal
Savior whom I have always wanted to find! -.

Chapter fourteenth
Lucifer was not at all happy with what he had seen. He knew that when
Heaven did things big it meant that there were big projects that were really
dangerous for him. - What do I do now? It is useless to hope that it will be of
interest to him to enter Freemasonry. So what am I doing? -, came a lighting,
if you can say so. - Daniel is always an ace in my sleeve, if I can not use good,
I will use the bad ones! When he knows that he is converted, he will give all

the problems I want! -, and rubbed his hands with complacency.
The following morning, Leos was in the teaching room, still thinking about the
previous night's experience and waiting for nine o'clock to arrive for his first
morning lesson. The principal came into the room, saying, "Leos, what a
pleasure to see you, come to my office and we'll talk a little bit! -. Upon seeing
the principal, Leos frowned and reluctantly obeyed.
Daniel noticed this shadow in Leos's face. As he sat down he asked, "Is
something wrong with Leos? -.
- No, let it be. It's just that I decided that Freemasonry is not a choice I want
to follow. I do not like too much engaging in new things, with everything I
already have to deal with - said Leos, circumnavigating the real problem.
- It saddens me your position, you are a person so full of talents. - I'm sorry, Mr. Headmaster. - Maybe you'll like to get to know us better, maybe you think about it, I'll give
you this booklet on gnosis and Masonic faith, I think ... -, he said with an
intense and mischievous look, - ... that will open your eyes on the great
superior philosophy that there is inside our society! -. He got up and went to
get a little red book. Lucifer looked at him with a terrified look. He thought,
"What is this idiot doing to me?!? This man is dangerous now that he is just
converted! " He tugged at Daniel's heart to make him understand the mistake
he was about to make. Daniel had a moment of rethinking, but he was a weakwilled man, and then he said to himself, "I told him that now."
Leos took the booklet that Daniel handed him. "I'll read it," he replied. After
putting the booklet in his shoulder bag, without knowing how to stem his inner
reasoning he said: - Circulation very strange rumors about this "masonry" ...
so much power, a great desire to dominate ... it seems to me that there is
something a bit ... diabolical ... I do not appreciate those who want to play the
superior over "ordinary mortals". Why do you want to work for others? For the
sake of everyone or for power, for the sake of dominating? Daniel terrified himself, but he decided to circumnavigate him too. - We are
only men who, aware of having great talents, we take care of social good. We
have made numerous great projects to improve peoples' lives. For centuries,
our Masonic societies have taken the lead in bringing the world to peace and
prosperity! See how much society has evolved? It is our merit. Leos, who liked very little the world of today, in his contempt for the strong
powers, and in the strong zeal of the just received conversion, said to him in a
sour and sarcastic tone: - The good of society is to remove peoples from God
and Christ ? Is it blinding everyone that there is an eternal life waiting for us
and for which we must do something if we want to be saved?!? Is this the good
of which he speaks? Or is it just talking about a society that thinks only of
money for a privileged few who enslave us all as consumerist machines from

which to get money? I am not clear which evolution speaks exactly, not even
from the moral point of view it is not possible to say that society has evolved! Daniel stiffened: - I did not know she was a Christian, Christianity is just a
prison that prevents men from being free as they deserve! -.
- Since yesterday evening I am converted, - answered Leos, - and I am sorry
to have spent thirty years understanding that there is a God who wants my
true good and my eternal salvation, and of which I had never noticed! Have
you ever experienced feeling the love of God within you, Mr. Headmaster?
When we feel His love and His truth enter into us, what we suddenly
understand about what it is to believe in God becomes completely different! It
is no longer the atheistic idea that one had when one never had this
experience. It is not a self-conviction of weak people who can not face life, it is
a rebirth that changes everything and awakens in something completely new
all our conception of things! -.
Daniel remembering the close to the heart of a moment before he recognized
that he had made a mistake, and said: - Perhaps it is better that I return the
book, since we are so in antithesis to that in which she believes. This is his
idea about us but respect. -, he disguised the last words with conscious
hypocrisy. He knew things in fact, he was ahead in Freemasonry, he was not
stuck in the first few degrees where nothing was known about the true nature
of their society. But hermeticism and lies were the duty of the Masons, not to
be unmasked by the world.
"Oh no, I could always understand that I was wrong and I have to change my
mind about you," Leos replied cunningly. - We need to know one thing well
before we can judge, is not it? -, he said with a captivating face to gain the
headmaster's consent.
Daniel was not a man of great courage in dealing with others. It must be said
that his lack of willpower had made him a cowardly man, a flag that moves
according to how the wind turns. "Yes, he's right," he replied. - When you read
the book, please report it to me. -.
Leos greeted the principal and left the studio, while Michael looked at Lucifer,
returning the gesture of showing him the middle finger, with a look of ironic
mockery.
Lucifer was furious, while Daniel was worried and anxious. "The devil must not
be very happy with my work ..." he said to himself, "if Leos had told me before
he had become a Christian!" The things that he reads could turn against us.
Even if I do not know what he could do ... at least he was not that famous, he
could be a danger ... Damn ... wait, I have an idea! -.
Daniel picked up his cell phone and phoned a mason brother, "Friend and my
brother," he said, "I have a problem that makes me nervous, it would be a
good idea to have a dinner in the dark in the next few days to talk about a

school teacher in which I work, has recently become a boiled fish and must be
saved from his stupidity! It's called Leos Rapcore. "Do not worry," said the other, "we have food for dinner." Tomorrow evening
we can do it without problems. "Perfect," Daniel answered, wiping his forehead with a handkerchief, and hung
up.
On the cell phone, certain words like "black mass" and "eucharist to desecrate"
for the black rite were not allowed. The word "fish", instead, was linked to the
symbol that the Christians of the first centuries used to say that they were
Christians without running too many dangers, a word born from the fact that
the first apostles of Jesus were fish fishermen that He had made fishermen of
men.

Chapter fifteenth
- So 515.8 divided by 3.9 all multiplied by 15 how much? - Leos did the
lesson but was thinking about something else.
A girl answered two minutes later: - Almost 1984, professor, we miss very
little. - That's right, we do not miss much. - he replied.
The nerd boy, Marcus, said: - Prof, he forgot to correct the tasks he gave us! -.
His benchmate threw him a pat on the shoulder annoyed while others shook
their heads saying to himself: - But how stupid, how stupid! -.
Leos smiled at the scene. - Sorry, is that at this moment I am taken by some
thoughts that make me forget a little 'the rest. We can now correct the tasks. One of the boys, Andrea, who had not done his homework said: - What are
your thoughts, prof? Anything bad? Leos smiled: - No, guys, a wonderful thing that is changing my life. I
understood that God exists and that He has entered into my personal life. I
understood that I want to be a Christian because I have to think about eternal
life! -.
The classroom became silent like a funeral, the boys' looks were petrified.
- Guys, there's nothing wrong with being converted. The real evil is to remain
in ignorance that without God the same is good. I understood that a creature
can be happy completely alone with its Creator. I understood that Heaven must
be something so perfect, wonderful and beautiful that I do not want to think
about anything else! I want to deserve Heaven! The young people, a little stunned, said to him, "All right, sorry, I'm sorry, it's
so strange. You are a myth, a hacker, it seems strange to see a Christian like

you! - It's not that becoming a Christian makes you become a nothing. You can be
great even with God I believe, I do not see why it's not possible ... It's just
that what I understood is that I no longer have to think about treasures on
earth, things of the earth, but rather think of Paradise and deserve a beautiful
eternal life with a treasure in Paradise! I want to work for God! Essentially I
understood that God is able to give us happiness and very beautiful
experiences, and I realized that now that I have made them for the first time,
they attract me much more than earthly things. -.
- What experiences did you make? Did you hear something? -, asked Selenia
interested.
Leos smiled: - While I was watching the movie "The Passion of Christ", I felt
the love of God fill me and turn me inside, I felt His Holy Spirit enter me and
make me understand that I was no longer alone, but that God had entered in
my life! It was like opening the third eye, and now I know that there is more,
much more, compared to the material things alone! -.
Everyone looked at him in amazement, "Incredible," Selenia said. - What a
story! -, said Marcus. - But it's not that he made a rod?!? - said a boy to his
schoolmate in a low voice, who giggled.
Then the latter said: - Prof, we correct the tasks, go! -, with evident
disinterest. Selenia glared at him, and another girl imitated her too. The boy
said softly: - always in love, eh? -. But even some men had the face of those
who thought seriously about the beautiful message received.
Leos smiled and replied: "You are perhaps still carefree about these things,
because you have all the youth in front of you and you want to live it to the
end. But I am thirty years old and now I had clear ideas that the world did not
offer me what I was really looking for, apart from the lucky love of a woman
who made me fall in love. Apart from that, only now I have found what
completes me -.
In the next few hours, Leos testified again in other classes, feeling that he was
doing well, and then he also spoke with his colleagues about these things. He
felt that witnessing was a good thing, that God was very happy with him. He
understood that it is good that those who believe speak to others, because
people who do not believe never speak of these things, and therefore always
remain ignorant on these matters, and this did not go well at all! Speaking or
finding ways of spreading knowledge is a duty, for those who have known the
truth, especially by witnessing real experiences, this is what challenges
atheists.

Chapter sixteenth

"The only way to be divine is not to bend your knees to God and
develop your higher consciousness to be able to dominate the world! ", was the
phrase that had most baffled Leos. He had read the little book given to him by
the headmaster and understood that they had a strange sick gnostic faith, in
which they sought spiritual awakening not to become persons dedicated to God
and to holy things and to the service of neighbor, to earn eternal life in this
way. , but in order to dominate the world and subject it to itself without any
respect for the "common mortals", just to play the powerful, just to experience
the thrill of power with the conscious thought that after this life they would
have to pay dearly . They had strange logic, as reasoned as if the only way to
achieve high levels was denying God and worshiping Lucifer gave him occult
knowledge proibit and , power, sex and money. Leos was disconcerted, and did
not know who to talk to get some light.
While he thought in his comfortable sofa what he had read, he thought of a
large church in Los Angeles where he could perhaps find a Catholic priest to
talk to, the cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, surely someone to talk to
would have found. He took the keys and left with the car, taking a few minutes
to arrive.
Walking on the square, seeing the imposing square building Leos had a sense
of disgust, it was just an ugly church, made in modern cold style and
questionable art, which did not reflect the heart and simplicity that you think
should transmit what is Christ. As he entered, this thought grew in him, seeing
how everything was cold and futuristic. "Maybe it's not the best church I could
come to ... but now let's see if there's a priest here," he thought. After
kneeling for five minutes, asking God to help him to understand the things on
which he meditated, he went to the sacristy.
Inside the sacristy he found a priest reading a book, who looked up and said,
"Hi, what do you want? Leos replied to the greeting and said: - I would like to have clearer ideas on
some topics ... of faith I mean. "Yes, of course, ask me," the priest replied politely.
Leos gathered his ideas and said - I read a booklet of Freemasonry that speaks
against the Christian faith, saying that to be free people you have to get rid of
Christianity and live as people who can subjugate the world ... I have no clear
ideas, because when one understands that they do bad things, at the same
time they seem to have their own coherent logic in what they say. The priest frowned. - I have no idea what you're talking about, I do not know
anything about these things. Leos felt a little disappointed. - In Christianity are we children of God or are we
only servants worthless? -

The priest looked at him a little disconcerted. - Well, being a child of God is
both a starting point and our goal to truly reach with so much fidelity to God,
to be called to serve serves first of all to prove our deserving to be called such
and to enjoy the glory of eternal life. I believe that God makes us a school of
what it is to be like He is, for it is in Love that He governs His creation and He
Himself serves the creatures He created, and in Jesus He gave us the example
to follow, in many different shapes. - So it's not like God enslaves us and then makes us be worthy little people
forever, right? -, Leos already knew the answer, but was a bit 'affected by the
bad reading he had just done.
- God has projects of enormous happiness for each of us, but before giving it
to us he tries to see if we deserve it, and to what degree we deserve it. The
problem is that few people are interested in doing what He wants, if they do
not immediately see the advantage ... but to reassure it, I say that even in
earthly life we receive many things of great value from God, who make us feel
very happy to live together. to him, and you receive it after a first trial time to
evaluate if you deserve to become "friends of God". - Very good ... I'm more serene. Regarding the things of Freemasonry does not
know anything about it? - I am a little priest, more than knowing how to speak of the Gospel, within the
limits of my abilities, I do not have many other topics that I can really talk
about. I'm sorry. -, the priest admitted humbly.
- Thank you, give me a blessing. -, said Leos to the priest.
Received the blessing Leos made to go out, but was not very happy not to
have had all the explanations that he was looking for. However, something
interesting had been told to him. As he was about to cross the church door he
saw a little frog dressed in a sack-jeans suit who was kneeling to pray before a
statue of the Madonna. He stood for a moment contemplating it and then
thought about trying to ask him.
Approaching the friar, I touched his shoulder with his hand. The little brother
turned around, a thirty-five-year-old man of asceticism, even though he looked
joyous. He had tonsure and a beard between black and brown, and deep dark
brown eyes. Leos bent his head slightly, and said, "I need to ask some
important things, I think you can help me, can you please talk to me a few
minutes? The friar smiled with a delicate smile and a luminous gaze, - Sure, let's talk,
let's go on that bench. What's your name? "My name is Leos," he said as they sat down, "what's your name?" - My name is Fra Agostino, the full name would be between Augustine and
Jesus preacher. - Of Jesus preacher? What a strange name! -

- In my religious order each of us has a name linked to a property of Jesus or
Mary, and on that property he is called to make his own spiritual journey. I
belong to the poor friars of Jesus and Mary. - So you're an evangelizer? - I try to take care of this, but first of all I take care of my continuous personal
evangelization, because you can not give what you do not have. Life has
taught me that if the things you say are not present in your heart, they do not
take hold of the hearts of others. But it is also true that by force of
evangelization, things are more rooted in your heart and transform your
person more and more as you understand better the things you explain to
others. Evangelizing is always an advantage, whatever the starting point. - Very beautifull! -, he admired Leos. - My questions are these, I read a
booklet of Freemasonry and I discovered that they believe they can become
divine , but only without Jesus Christ, while Christians are all blind people who
kneel and obey but never arrive upon awakening on the true truth. In practice
they say that obeying Christ does not allow us to reach the divine being, the
superior being ... What can you tell me? - Be serene, it's just the opposite. We kneel and God raises us, we obey and
God serves us, we humble ourselves in preaching and receiving mockery, and
God makes us full of praise and glorious forever, we work hard to help others,
and God does everything to our maximum good. This already begins on earth,
not just in Heaven. Without the Cross we do not get to Glory, without following
Christ's teaching we do not get to be God's masterpieces ... To be children of
God really is something in truth of Christians, as many saints have
accomplished the works of Christ, and this starts from being good Christians.
Being false christs that replace the true Christ of which the Masons speak, on
the other hand, it is a different thing, being a false Christ and false prophets
who do not follow the teachings of God, but who do only and only what they
like, without any love , completely disconnecting themselves from His will,
which is the only one that truly gives salvation. They can also become great as
lucifer in being higher spiritual creatures, but in any case since they do not
kneel with the heart, they will be electrocuted and sunk into hell! Once they
are there all their wealth, power, fame, sins, they will turn into torments and
tortures without number and mercy. A thousand times better to have been an
ordinary sinner than to have been a false Christ when you end up in hell! -.
The friar spoke of strong things, but while he spoke he had the face of a
person who is perfectly in himself, dominator of himself and of his senses,
without any agitation of passions. He was a spiritually mature man.
Leos was very satisfied with the lesson received. - I did not understand it
accurately, nor did I know how to explain it, but I hear in your words that the
truth I was looking for is just that. But what should I do to be a true Christian?

It's only recently that I've been converted for a few days. The friar put a hand in his shoulder fraternally. - Being true Christians depends
on believing with the heart, recognizing with the heart what is of Heaven, living
it with the heart and loving it with the heart. First the heart and then the mind,
not first the mind and then the heart. If you do this you will live in the Risen
Christ fully and your testimony of life and words will always be effective. Be
guided by the Spirit, because Heaven is close to us, if we allow it to be near
us. Do not live like those who are concerned only with rules and duties, but
then in their interiority they are not kissed by the love of God. You live in real
life, in full life, in holy life, not so much because you are holy of yours own
forces,but how much why do you allow God and Heaven to be present in your
life every day making you rich in their qualities and holiness that they share
with you! They will be the ones to make you holy, not you with your own
personal forces of a creature that is believed capable of doing everything. God
makes us saints, this is the trick of true holiness and of being true Christians,
letting ourselves be loved by God and living full of love for Him and for Heaven.
Wanting to do everything yourself with your own strength does not work so
well. Love God and let yourself be loved by God. Remember in every way that,
although life with God is alive and free, there are fundamental things to
preserve and strengthen communion with God the Trinity on the right basis,
and to sanctify yourself better,and there are some things that can help you
better form how you relate to God and what your thinking is. - What are these things? -, asked interested Leos.
The friar replied - First of all, be sure that the classical Catholic faith of all time
is the true truth, which, at increasingly higher levels, you will discover is
immense in what it secretly contains in itself, in the simple concepts of
departure. It is explained in a simple and almost banal way, sometimes, but
higher up you come to understand and you understand more that the things in
which the Catholic Church has always believed for two thousand years are
really valid at any level of understanding, if you live in the Spirit of Truth. Then
there is the Holy Mass and Eucharistic Communion that allow Christ to more
easily root His presence in you and to transform Him ever more. We are
adopted children of God through the Son of God, so we must ask him to make
us truly children of God, not just a way of speaking.So Mass at least Sunday is
essential, but I also recommend you during the week when you can. Second
thing, when you communion, ask Jesus, while He is resting in your tongue, to
purify you from sins with His Grace and Mercy, and to fill your whole person
with Grace and Holy Spirit, with love, with faith, with wisdom. and of every
spiritual quality that you understand you need, such as purity or charity or
humility, which have immense value to progress quickly towards holiness.
Thanks to the communion the graces arrive much more easily. Then try to

have a strong devotion to Our Lady, because whoever loves the Mother of God
and of men is immensely loved by God the Father, is much more sure of his
personal salvation and sanctification,and it also progresses rapidly towards
every true spiritual goal. Our Lady is the first teacher of holiness after Jesus
Christ, and is indispensable in the history of salvation. So try to pray often the
Holy Rosary, which will keep the devil well away preventing him from harming
you and ruining your life. With the Rosary, contemplate with Mary the life of
Jesus, offering your prayer for yourself and for others, making you numerous
merits for eternal life and also for the improvement of the earthly one.
Remember that praying for others is what determines how holy you are. Those
who pray only for themselves are unlikely to reach great holiness. These are
the primary things.which will keep the devil well away preventing him from
harming you and ruining your life. With the Rosary, contemplate with Mary the
life of Jesus, offering your prayer for yourself and for others, making you
numerous merits for eternal life and also for the improvement of the earthly
one. Remember that praying for others is what determines how holy you are.
Those who pray only for themselves are unlikely to reach great holiness. These
are the primary things.which will keep the devil well away preventing him from
harming you and ruining your life. With the Rosary, contemplate with Mary the
life of Jesus, offering your prayer for yourself and for others, making you
numerous merits for eternal life and also for the improvement of the earthly
one. Remember that praying for others is what determines how holy you are.
Those who pray only for themselves are unlikely to reach great holiness. These
are the primary things.Those who pray only for themselves are unlikely to
reach great holiness. These are the primary things.Those who pray only for
themselves are unlikely to reach great holiness. These are the primary things. "Will I do it," said Leos, "and the other things you talked about? - The other things are very important too, essentially trying to read the Bible
often, especially the New Testament, because the Word of God is the richest
and most nourishing nutrition that the soul could wish for, and the more you
eat, reading it, and more your soul becomes florid and full of every good thing
there is. And this Word is so divine that it not only satisfies you, but also
transforms you and sanctifies you without you noticing it. It has the power to
make you a new person and every day more beautiful, if you feed on it every
day. It is the Word that changes you and transforms you, absorbs it and lets it
change you, instead of trying to do it alone with your ego. Even reading the
messages given by Jesus and Mary to so many seers in the world will help you
in this, they will do these effects. Leos was animated with amazement, - Messages of Jesus and Mary? The friar smiled at him - They have not forgotten us, we are the men we have
forgotten them. The other thing you really need is the holy confession of your

sins, in which you are washed from your sins with the precious blood of Jesus,
you are acquitted and purified. Confession is important because it reconciles
you with God Trinity and Heaven every time you have guilt before God, and
you avoid purgatory about what you confessed, or at least you avoid almost all
purgatory, so try to do it well . The most important thing, however, is that
confession puts you in the Grace of God, in the full possibility of receiving His
graces and sanctification, and in being able to make Eucharistic communion.
Woe to make communion without being confessed, without being in the grace
of God, woe! Leos thought with a shiver of the fact that he had already promised to go to
Mass the next day, or Sunday, without yet having confessed. So immediately
he reasoned about it and asked: - but are you a priest? The friar replied - by God's gift I could become him. Leos took his hands in his and said, "So, please, confess me. Chapter seventeenth
From the confession on, Leos had felt for the whole afternoon a
pleasant interior lightness, in peace and serene joy. At least until sunset, this
pleasant situation lasted. But that evening Leos did not feel too well, he had
grown up with a sense of anguish and fear without reason. He felt like
something was not working, he felt that a negative spirit permeated the
environment. Invisibly many horrible spirits were close to him, demons with
undernourished aspects, with the appearance of madmen, some without an
arm or a leg, some fat and flatulent, others powerful and full of swollen pride.
They complained to each other, saying: - But he really had to confess today! At
least power we have! -. Lucifer was also present, and said: - This man is
dangerous,exploit the effects of the black mass before we escape, we must
terrorize it and make it lose the desire to think about spiritual things! -. Kyle,
Michael and Vitael, with some other angels and saints who approached in the
last days, prayed incessantly and struggled, barely holding back the negative
influence, invoking the Spirit Paraclete (which means: "Comforter") on Leos,
invoking the protective grace and peace in the place. Michael told Vitael to pray
for a great sleep in Leos during which the attack would vanish without
dangerous effects. A rest would bring serenity back. So Vitael began to pray,
and after twenty minutes Leos, a little gloomy, told Madeleine that he had been
so sleepy and that he was going to sleep. Madeleine replied that she was
watching a movie on television.we must terrorize him and make him lose the
desire to think about spiritual things! -. Kyle, Michael and Vitael, with some
other angels and saints who approached in the last days, prayed incessantly
and struggled, barely holding back the negative influence, invoking the Spirit

Paraclete (which means: "Comforter") on Leos, invoking the protective grace
and peace in the place. Michael told Vitael to pray for a great sleep in Leos
during which the attack would vanish without dangerous effects. A rest would
bring serenity back. So Vitael began to pray, and after twenty minutes Leos, a
little gloomy, told Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and that he was going
to sleep. Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie on television.we
must terrorize him and make him lose the desire to think about spiritual
things! -. Kyle, Michael and Vitael, with some other angels and saints who
approached in the last days, prayed incessantly and struggled, barely holding
back the negative influence, invoking the Spirit Paraclete (which means:
"Comforter") on Leos, invoking the protective grace and peace in the place.
Michael told Vitael to pray for a great sleep in Leos during which the attack
would vanish without dangerous effects. A rest would bring serenity back. So
Vitael began to pray, and after twenty minutes Leos, a little gloomy, told
Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and that he was going to sleep.
Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie on television.-. Kyle, Michael
and Vitael, with some other angels and saints who approached in the last days,
prayed incessantly and struggled, barely holding back the negative influence,
invoking the Spirit Paraclete (which means: "Comforter") on Leos, invoking the
protective grace and peace in the place. Michael told Vitael to pray for a great
sleep in Leos during which the attack would vanish without dangerous effects.
A rest would bring serenity back. So Vitael began to pray, and after twenty
minutes Leos, a little gloomy, told Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and
that he was going to sleep. Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie
on television.-. Kyle, Michael and Vitael, with some other angels and saints who
approached in the last days, prayed incessantly and struggled, barely holding
back the negative influence, invoking the Spirit Paraclete (which means:
"Comforter") on Leos, invoking the protective grace and peace in the place.
Michael told Vitael to pray for a great sleep in Leos during which the attack
would vanish without dangerous effects. A rest would bring serenity back. So
Vitael began to pray, and after twenty minutes Leos, a little gloomy, told
Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and that he was going to sleep.
Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie on television.negative
influence, invoking the Spirit Paraclete (which means: "Comforter") on Leos,
invoking protective grace and peace in the place. Michael told Vitael to pray for
a great sleep in Leos during which the attack would vanish without dangerous
effects. A rest would bring serenity back. So Vitael began to pray, and after
twenty minutes Leos, a little gloomy, told Madeleine that he had been so
sleepy and that he was going to sleep. Madeleine replied that she was watching
a movie on television.negative influence, invoking the Spirit Paraclete (which
means: "Comforter") on Leos, invoking protective grace and peace in the

place. Michael told Vitael to pray for a great sleep in Leos during which the
attack would vanish without dangerous effects. A rest would bring serenity
back. So Vitael began to pray, and after twenty minutes Leos, a little gloomy,
told Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and that he was going to sleep.
Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie on television.A rest would
bring serenity back. So Vitael began to pray, and after twenty minutes Leos, a
little gloomy, told Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and that he was going
to sleep. Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie on television.A rest
would bring serenity back. So Vitael began to pray, and after twenty minutes
Leos, a little gloomy, told Madeleine that he had been so sleepy and that he
was going to sleep. Madeleine replied that she was watching a movie on
television.
After brushing her teeth and doing her needs, Leos put on her pajamas, just
wanting to sleep, because it was a bad night. He put about twenty drops of
sleeping pills in a glass of water and fifteen minutes later he had already fallen
asleep.
For half an hour sleep was almost quiet, when suddenly the dreaming of Leos
showed him the presence of three hooded men with a long dress that had their
hands on him stretched as if they were doing some evil. He felt anguished,
worried, in the dream trying to get away but could not, it was as if trying to
move without really succeeding. At a certain point he managed to move away
but soon appeared another hooded being who took the form of a reptile with a
human form, who put his hands on his shoulders and tried to force him to
kneel in front of him. In that Leos cried: - Jesus save me! -, and turned in the
opposite direction to the reptilian who had understood that it was Lucifer, and
kneeling down with his back he cried out to God: - Only to you, God, I kneel!-.
In that he woke up, bathed in sweat, and began praying to one of our Father
after the other with trepidation and anguish.
- Ok, the fun is over, the suffering you gave it to him and he has passed the
test, now out of the boxes or take them as God commands! - Michael shouted
strongly to the demons present. Three of them ran away immediately seeing
his eyes irate, while the other thirteen, including Lucifer, in their arrogance and
arrogance had no intention of giving up. Vitael approached Leos and suggested
some words to him. Leos began to pray: - Lord sends the angels and the saints
to protect me, protect me God please! -.
The demons had a scream of rage and even fear of feeling that the balance of
forces moved away from them and was infused into the inhabitants of the Sky,
who immediately began to attack with power and without many turns of words,
infilzandoli with the swords and using their spiritual powers. Kyle threw his
powerful fists praying to God that for his crosses due to the satanists in his
earthly life, he would immediately free them all from those evil people. Michael

was making a quick massacre without giving any space to demons, with
athletic movements and warriors of millimeter perfection. Even the other
angels and saints, within the limits of their power of presence, but helped by
the prayer just expressed by Leos, fought invoking God's help reminding them
of their personal merits and crosses.Within ten minutes a clean sweep was
made. Kyle sighed with relief. Unfortunately, some good characteristics that
Jesus and Mary had infused in Leos had been spoiled by the influence of
demons. Michael said: - we must have him pray. -. Vitael approached Leos's
ear and suggested to him the words the little friar had said about the Rosary.
Leos did not immediately feel the thought because he was taken by the
anguished memory of what he had dreamed, but at a certain point as a flash of
genius he said to himself: - The friar told me that the Rosary is very powerful
against the devil! Tomorrow I must absolutely put myself to pray the Rosary! -.
Then he reassured himself and continued praying to many of our Father and
Ave Maria, ending up after twenty minutes falling asleep again. The rest of the
night had no other inconveniences.
Michael looked at Kyle, who was rather sad about the incident. "Do not worry,"
he told him, "when God leads things he can turn every evil into a greater good,
for example, that he will now pray the Rosary. The only important thing is that
Leos thinks of God and does not waste time on useless things, this is the first
thing to be protected from evil. This test is a useful blessing for Leos, you have
seen how he reacted to the attack of the devil. It will strengthen it. "You're right," Kyle replied. "He knelt down to God, giving the demon a great
humiliation. The next morning Leos woke up, and after a quick breakfast, he looked for a
good explanation on how to pray the Holy Rosary on the Internet, and printed
it. The text was very interesting because it also reported the fifteen promises
of Our Lady to the Blessed Alano de la Roche for people who would have
prayed the Rosary often with devotion. Leos was really happy for what he had
read in those promises, especially the security of eternal salvation, and the fact
that the devil in an exorcism had revealed that in hell there is no presence of
people who had been devoted to the Rosary. Then even he had enjoyed
reading that every ave Maria for him was like a blow, and every rosary like a
guillotine. In exorcisms, whether they like it or not, the devil is forced by
Heaven to reveal things he would never want to say.- I found the deadly
weapon! -, Leos told himself that he would never have imagined such a power
in this prayer. Before beginning to pray, however, he went to the ten o'clock
Mass at the Cathedral, of which he had seen the timetable the day before. He
made the communion by thanking Jesus for having made him a Christian and
asking him to protect him from evil and fill him with grace and the Holy Spirit.
The rest of the day passed him praying the Rosary, not only once but several

crowns, plunging into prayer and meditating on the many meanings that each
mystery of the Rosary had, that he realized that he had so many interesting
things to meditate on.of which he had seen the timetable the day before. He
made the communion by thanking Jesus for having made him a Christian and
asking him to protect him from evil and fill him with grace and the Holy Spirit.
The rest of the day passed him praying the Rosary, not only once but several
crowns, plunging into prayer and meditating on the many meanings that each
mystery of the Rosary had, that he realized that he had so many interesting
things to meditate on.of which he had seen the timetable the day before. He
made the communion by thanking Jesus for having made him a Christian and
asking him to protect him from evil and fill him with grace and the Holy Spirit.
The rest of the day passed him praying the Rosary, not only once but several
crowns, plunging into prayer and meditating on the many meanings that each
mystery of the Rosary had, that he realized that he had so many interesting
things to meditate on.that he realized that he had so many interesting things
to meditate.that he realized that he had so many interesting things to
meditate.
Leos had little desire for what happened to happen again, to prove the
demon's presence had deeply shaken him, and so he prayed as long as he
could.

Chapter eighteenth
Leos was walking in an unknown city, where he saw so many men
telling themselves all kinds of lies, applauding each other, even lying about
obviously wrong things. There were those who said - The sun is black! -, who
said - I am the only person who really exists! -, who said - evil is good, good is
bad! -, or - hate is a form of love, and love is a form of selfishness! -, and so
on, everyone had their own. Suddenly as he walked a church appeared in front
of him, and Leos entered it. Inside he saw a great man with majestic wings,
who looked at him with love and goodness. Leos stood there for a while with
his eyes wide open, when the angel said to him: "The world is plunged into lies
until you can no longer recognize them.May your devotion to Our Lady be
always strong and you will have all the necessary discernment. You must know
who you are born from who you saw! You have the task of discovering
everything you can about Freemasonry, the Illuminati sect and the Bilderbergs.
It's time to be awake! -. And immediately Leos woke up, finding himself next
to Madeleine.
- Another strange dream ... but this time I liked it! Will I have prayed too
much? -, Leos said to himself. Then he thought "masonry, enlightened and

bilderberg, I have to write on a piece of paper and then do some research, who
knows if what I dreamed is true". He got out of bed silently, so as not to wake
Madeleine, took a pen and paper, and marked what he had been told. Then he
went back to bed, pondering for a while on the interesting dream, before going
back to sleep.
In the following days, Leos discovered that the names he had been told really
existed, and he read numerous articles, both lay and Christian, on the subject,
including some books published on the Internet for free. He noted that the
Christians all had clear ideas about how these sects were linked to the devil,
while the laymen spoke only of it on the material and earthly level, of the evil
they did to the spiritual evolution of men. "There's a lot of ignorance,
apparently," he told himself.
What he had discovered was that above the masonry there was the Illuminati
sect, which were to a higher degree of occult knowledge and world domination.
With the help of Freemasonry and Bilderberg and other minor sects, they did
everything to fall asleep and poison the conscience of men, guiding according
to their projects politics, economics, sources of information, pharmaceuticals,
the sector food, the multinationals, and all that they could, in order to keep
men in an invisible slavery and ignorance from which it was very difficult to go
out, an ignorance aimed above all to keep them away from the ChristianCatholic faith and therefore from being fully children of God ! What interested
them was mainly the ruin of souls and playing to be full of power, coming to
the point.To reciprocate the demon of power over the world that he had given
them, they helped him to bring to hell as many souls as possible, through
every expedient useful to this, above all ignorance! Bombarding the men of
millions of things without spiritual importance was the best method available to
them to take away from them the interest and the tension towards high and
sacred and eternal things! Among the Illuminati there were also superpowerful families at the head of the main banks of the Western world. Among
the objectives of the Illuminati there was also the provoking of three world
wars to force the world to accept a single world government on which they
would have power, for a project called the New World Order. - There have been
two ... but then they want to provoke another one,are you bastards?!? It would
be the maximum of horror, with all the atomic bombs that have been built! -,
Leos said to himself.
He also discovered the history of the blue masonry, that is, of the Masons
infiltrated in the high ecclesiastical spheres and among the theologians in order
to ruin in every possible way the credibility of the Catholic Church, and
therefore of the Catholic faith.
He said to himself: "Now I understand why the Church has never convinced
me, these are here to do everything to ruin it even from the inside! But the

Church is not only the Vatican, I can not say that the priest a few days ago
gave me an impression of malice, or that the little friar gave me no impression
of holiness ... as for everything, there is both good that evil, both who is good
and who is bad ... only now I understand where many negative things come
from the Church today, they want to destroy them by entering it until no one
believes it anymore! Here it is said that also the Second Vatican Council was a
victory for the blue masonry, because they managed to weaken considerably
the foundations of faith of the Catholic Church with various stratagems,and
that the true faith is that of two thousand years of history sanctified by saints
and martyrs, and not the rose water version that we often see in so many
Christians today! Even many of them are under deception, because of so many
theologians and priests muddied by the accommodating bourgeois doctrines
with which the true Gospel is being replaced and the true teaching of all time!
They spend their lives hoping to be good Christians and then many come to
the end, discovering that they have not behaved like true Christians! Terrible!
But if they wake up on being Christians who really take their faith seriously
maybe it would not happen ... -because of so many theologians and priests
muddied by the accommodating bourgeois doctrines with which the true
Gospel is being replaced and the true teaching of all time! They spend their
lives hoping to be good Christians and then many come to the end, discovering
that they have not behaved like true Christians! Terrible! But if they wake up
on being Christians who really take their faith seriously maybe it would not
happen ... -because of so many theologians and priests muddied by the
accommodating bourgeois doctrines with which the true Gospel is being
replaced and the true teaching of all time! They spend their lives hoping to be
good Christians and then many come to the end, discovering that they have
not behaved like true Christians! Terrible! But if they wake up on being
Christians who really take their faith seriously maybe it would not happen ... He read of the Bilderbergs, who did not deal so much with spiritual matters as
with world politics and economics, according to the Illuminati directives. Their
primary aim was to take care of every useful strategy to increasingly fatten the
powerful and enslave them without realizing the peoples and the common
people. They happily played wars and methods to drive the torment of the
peoples who never saw improvement coming through the politicians, who,
instead of being at the service of man, were busy following the Bilderberg
agenda which was at the service of money, and only for a privileged few!
Understanding why politics is never understood anything and because of true
solutions that make the good of the people never come out. It was just a blah,
blah,bla of people who were servants of something unknown to the common
population. One of the many ways to keep men in confusion without being
dangerous.

The Masons, however, among the various things did many dangerous works for
the soul, books and movies that made him earn a mountain of money, while in
reality those who bought their works did not know that they were often very
harmful, subtly , for the soul of those who read or looked at them, works that
made people love negative things and despise good things, especially faith.
He also read that they also financed many satanic sects to spread the
attraction of occult things among young people, both to devastate their soul
and to make them little demon soldiers among the common people.
- But they do everything in exchange for a little power and wealth! -. Leos was
truly disgusted with what he was learning, yet the things he was reading were
opening his mind to a full understanding of why the world he had always lived
in, with so much ignorance, was as he had been presented to him. He felt it
was the truth.
- I would really like to say it to the whole world! - he said with a fiery look.

Chapter nineteenth
Kyle was thoughtful next to Leos, while this was engaged in his reading.
He looked at Michael with the look of someone with something on his mind
that he would like to say. Michael noticed and told him - What is it, Kyle? Kyle said - I do not know if it is necessary, but I have the intuition that it would
be good to call some saints who evangelized and preached to help us make
this young man another evangelizer ... I understood why I was called to this
task, because I suffered a lot because of the Satanists who killed Simona, and
also because I was an evangelizer. But I think it would be better to call even
others bigger than me to help in this venture, if we want things to be
successful in the best way ... What do you think? Michael put a hand to his chin, thinking. - The idea is excellent, it would
accelerate everything, but grace is great and therefore needs to be paid. I
think we have to get prayers both from Leos and from many religious of the
world, and that they also pray for God's projects. - Why religious of the world? Are not our prayers enough? -, Kyle asked.
- The right to operate in the world in a powerful way also requires the
collaboration of those who live in the world. We need to have religious pray for
the knowledge of the truth in the world, for the evangelization of the world,
this will help us greatly if we focus on Leos. -, Michael explained.
- Do you think this man can evangelize the world? How can you do it? I think
that at most he can evangelize a couple of hundred thousand people, since he
is somehow famous, but he certainly does not appear on television! But it is
always so much anyway, it is worth the same. -, Kyle said not convinced of

Michael's optimism.
- This is a hacker, Kyle, hackers never know what their limits are! -, Michael
said with a smile.
Kyle trusted. - So what should I do? -.
- Go to the court of the Saints and tell them what you told me and what I told
you, they know what to do. Kyle waved goodbye as if to say, "To the orders," and flew away at the speed
of thought shortly conveyed by the Holy Spirit to Heaven. He quickly flew to
the Saints' Court, hoping that there would be a few kings and queens of
Heaven to be able to say all this, and that they could also warn others not
present. When he arrived, he found that Mary Most Holy was waiting for him at
the entrance door, and was greatly astonished.
"I was waiting for you," she said to Kyle.
Kyle was stunned, "How did you know I was coming here and now? -.
Our Lady smiled with a face full of modest joy. - I am allowed to know
everything, and what Leos and you are doing I am following very carefully,
interceding for you. This project is as important to me as it is for a mother to
be able to save her many children from death. I know why you are here, but
tell me the same, or rather come and tell all of us. Kyle remained stone, as he saw the Mother of Jesus enter with delicate
movements full of grace and virtue. - It's omniscient! - he said to himself, then
moving to follow her.
Inside he saw many Saints and Saints kneeling as soon as they saw the
Madonna enter. "Kyle has something to ask," she said, inviting them to get up.
Kyle blushed for being put under the attention of all those great men just from
the Madonna, he had a moment of lockup for shyness, but then he took heart
and opened his mouth. - Peace to you, brothers in Christ, as you know Michael
and I are dealing with a man who is becoming aware of hidden and unknown
truths of considerable importance, a man whose Father has said he will be a
light to the world. Now the reason why I come to speak with you is that
Michael and I have sensed that we need prayers that come from the world to
evangelize it and that the truth be known. In particular, it would take many
religious to pray. Michael asked me to come to you to ask this by saying that
you know what to do. THE'the effect we want from these prayers is that God
may grant that many evangelizing Saints can join us in order to make the
young progress quickly towards the projects that God has on him, in a more
perfect and powerful way than we alone can do. Michael said that you can have
many people pray for God's plans and for the evangelization of the world and
the spread of the truth. This is what I have to tell you. The Saints looked at each other and nodded at each other. St. Benedict said,
"Well, I'm going to have some hermits and monks pray. -, St Clare of Assisi

and St Theresa of Lisieux said: - Come on, sister, let's go and have some nuns
and cloistered prayers. -, St. Francis said: - Who knows I can not push some of
my devotees to do penance for the salvation of souls! -, Padre Pio and san
Paolo said: - Come on, it's a breeze, let's get some prayers and rosaries. -, and
Kyle smiled at the latter joke. All the Saints committed themselves to have a
little praying for this intention and for the future project that was above Leos
and that they understood that it was of great importance. Every possible
evangelizer was for heaven a rare pearl of great value.
Maria smiled at Kyle. - I will also push to pray the rosaries for the intentions of
My Immaculate Heart, there are many who do it thanks to the fact that I often
ask Medjugorje. I will use them for all that is needed for Leos in order to
succeed in fulfilling the Father's Project. -.
Kyle joyfully remembered Medjugorje, the place blessed by God where for over
thirty years, Mary had been giving numerous messages to the world.
Medjugorje had been important in his earthly life. He leaned over and kissed
Maria's hand, thanking her, as she put her other hand on his head, making a
prayer for her increase in holiness and personal blessing.
A few minutes later Kyle was back with Michael, who was busy making Leos
the Lord pray to understand what he wanted from him, what his will was. Done? -, asked Michael.
"Done," Kyle smiled, "better than I hoped." Vitael smiled happily thinking of
the beautiful things that were happening in the life of the man who had been
incessantly under his care for thirty years.
In the following hours, while Leos alternated prayer with reading, the Saints
succeeded in making numerous religious pray for inspired reasons that would
help Kyle's idea. They went to all those who knew how to be more receptive to
the heavenly inspirations. Many nuns and cloisters, friars, priests, lay
Christians and hermits felt urged to pray for the truth to be known by the
world, or for great evangelization, or for God's plans or for the intentions of
Mary. There were numerous ardent prayers that the guardian angels brought
to the presence of the Father and of Jesus.
Our Lady was next to the Three Divine Persons, praying also and waiting for
the prayers that came to the Throne of God were enough to merit the granting
of grace. She had a lot of practice, and she knew how to evaluate when it was
the right time to beg to be heard. He knew very well that the Father was Love
and all that is good would gladly give him. However, he also knew that
satisfying justice with adequate payment was the best way to get what was
required in the best possible way, and here he was asking to make a man a
light for the world, a great evangelizer ... then pray lightly, considering the
enormous importance that evangelizers have, the responsibilities and the
needs for a perfect ministry. She prayed with all her heart,remembering to God

all the innumerable tears that she had often shed for the enormous ignorance
in which they were men, ignorance in which often they themselves wanted to
be, ignorance that was the main cause of loss of souls. She reminded God of
her rights as the Mother of men, her right to be heard about the need for a
strong knowledge of the true truth that men have, because too many had seen
them fall to hell and too bitter was time for her we live in, a time in which so
few fulfill your desire that no soul is lost. He begged him to tell him that it was
the right of men to know the Truth, to know it, to know that they must work
for eternal life, that it could no longer see so little diffusion of the truth and so
badly taught.- Make this man a powerful evangelizer, put every Word of true
value in his heart and mind, make it become salvation for many of his brothers
and My children! Give him a lucid mind and a pure heart so that his work as an
evangelizer may be perfect. Listen to me, I pray you, for all that Jesus did for
you! -. He pleaded and begged, never stopping, always finding new words to
be sweetly convincing. She knew that the Father was already listening to her,
but in her praying always she was busy in moving the Holy Heart of the Father
as much as possible, because it is in this way that she had always obtained the
best graces.Give him a lucid mind and a pure heart so that his work as an
evangelizer may be perfect. Listen to me, I pray you, for all that Jesus did for
you! -. He pleaded and begged, never stopping, always finding new words to
be sweetly convincing. She knew that the Father was already listening to her,
but in her praying always she was busy in moving the Holy Heart of the Father
as much as possible, because it is in this way that she had always obtained the
best graces.Give him a lucid mind and a pure heart so that his work as an
evangelizer may be perfect. Listen to me, I pray you, for all that Jesus did for
you! -. He pleaded and begged, never stopping, always finding new words to
be sweetly convincing. She knew that the Father was already listening to her,
but in her praying always she was busy in moving the Holy Heart of the Father
as much as possible, because it is in this way that she had always obtained the
best graces.but in Her always praying She was busy in moving the Holy Heart
of the Father as much as possible, because it is in this way that She had
always obtained the best graces.but in Her always praying She was busy in
moving the Holy Heart of the Father as much as possible, because it is in this
way that She had always obtained the best graces.
When he sensed that the prayers coming from the Earth were very satisfying
for the request, she turned a look of great sweetness to God the Father,
saying: - The door was opened to us, many men of the Earth are pleading for
the great evangelization in the world . Their prayers strengthen My prayer,
because it comes from men who are living the trial life without complete
knowledge of things like us, and are interceding the grace of Truth for all with
great love and charity. Now listen to Mine and their united prayers, oh Father,

and be gracious in granting this great grace to the world. Justice is paid, even
the Earth asks it, so listen to our supplications, and strengthen our instrument
with every blessing and grace necessary to make it do the best it can.Do not
delay, God, to make it a truly pure, effective and perfect instrument. Thank
you, Father. -.
The Father remained majestic in His Throne of Light, with his eyes closed in
internal reasoning. Then he opened them again and looked at Maria with deep
love and in love. "Thank you," he said. "We will do better than I had originally
planned. -

Twentieth chapter
Many men in front of Leos, sitting or lying on a lawn full of all the most
beautiful flowers, were all busy reading a book. As he saw them reading, he
saw them go from being gray, pale and ugly, to being increasingly bright and
beautiful and full of health. He approached one of these and asked: - What are
you reading? The man replied, "I'm happy, because I finally know the truth about
everything. I am discovering the meaning of life and I am discovering that I
have always lived in a golden cage, from which I now want to go out! -.
Leos marveled, and asked him: - What is the name of this book? -.
The angel that Leos had already known reappeared, this time more beautiful
than the first time, and said to him: - I am Michael, "Who is like God?!?", Do
you want to help us? The world is in great danger because of its ignorance and
must be woken up! Pray and understand, pray also in reparation and
atonement of your sins, it is important! Leos started to say something to the angel, when he saw that many angels
and saints in a semi-invisible way were close to the men who read, and taught
them to fly. As they began to fly, men began to praise, to bless, to thank God
and to make intentions about how to serve, and for every man who decided to
serve God, an angel near him said to what crown of holiness and eternal glory
would be conducted. if he persevered in his intentions. Michael put a hand on
Leos's shoulder and said, "Do you want to help us? -.
Leos woke up in that last vision, and began to praise and bless and thank God,
as he had seen in the dream, saying: - Yes, I want to help you, I want to help
you! Let me know what I have to do, help me, I want to do what you ask me!
Bring me to be able to do what you ask me! -, and then went quickly to the
desk, and immediately wrote all the details of the dream just made, not to
forget anything. Madeleine murmured her name, then returned to her peaceful
sleep.

The following days, outside the hours of class, Leos only bothered to pray as
much as possible, for his mission, for God's plan on him, to ask that he was
given all he needed to do things well. . Vitael was beside himself for happiness,
as he suggested to him the prayers to focus on. Michael also managed to get it
right in his head to make so many prayers in forgiveness, in reparation and
atonement for his sins, and to inspire Leos to do some penance, which Leos
realized by using his belt untied by his pants to beat his back , which he did
with a short-sleeved shirt, after he realized that it was rather bad. He was so
taken by the idea of God's project that he did not want to leave anything
empty, he had theintuition that more was obedient to the angel's words and
things would have been better. The Lord Jesus was very pleased with these
prayers and penances and he applied with immense abundance the merits of
his Redemption to the soul and to the person of Leos, washing abundantly with
His precious Blood and purifying him for the various merits of His Passion,
Death and Resurrection from all souls and damage to the soul that could be
compromising for the work, or even simply detrimental to Leos. Then he
infused the charismatic gift of purity, since claiming to give total redemption in
a few days was impossible, but infusing the charismatic gift of purity would
have made the instrument perfect immediately.The Lord Jesus was very
pleased with these prayers and penances and he applied with immense
abundance the merits of his Redemption to the soul and to the person of Leos,
washing abundantly with His precious Blood and purifying him for the various
merits of His Passion, Death and Resurrection from all souls and damage to the
soul that could be compromising for the work, or even simply detrimental to
Leos. Then he infused the charismatic gift of purity, since claiming to give total
redemption in a few days was impossible, but infusing the charismatic gift of
purity would have made the instrument perfect immediately.The Lord Jesus
was very pleased with these prayers and penances and he applied with
immense abundance the merits of his Redemption to the soul and to the
person of Leos, washing abundantly with His precious Blood and purifying him
for the various merits of His Passion, Death and Resurrection from all souls and
damage to the soul that could be compromising for the work, or even simply
detrimental to Leos. Then he infused the charismatic gift of purity, since
claiming to give total redemption in a few days was impossible, but infusing
the charismatic gift of purity would have made the instrument perfect
immediately.I wash abundantly with His most precious Blood and purifying Him
for the various merits of His Passion, Death and Resurrection from all souls and
damage to the soul that could be compromising for the work, or even simply
harmful to Leos. Then he infused the charismatic gift of purity, since claiming
to give total redemption in a few days was impossible, but infusing the
charismatic gift of purity would have made the instrument perfect

immediately.I wash abundantly with His most precious Blood and purifying Him
for the various merits of His Passion, Death and Resurrection from all souls and
damage to the soul that could be compromising for the work, or even simply
harmful to Leos. Then he infused the charismatic gift of purity, since claiming
to give total redemption in a few days was impossible, but infusing the
charismatic gift of purity would have made the instrument perfect
immediately.but infusing the charismatic gift of purity would have made the
instrument perfect immediately.but infusing the charismatic gift of purity would
have made the instrument perfect immediately.
Kyle asked Michael, "Why did you tell him to cleanse himself? Why is Jesus
worried so much to make it more pure? Michael answered - A pure and clean vase without cracks better contains the
living water that is put into it, does not poison it, does not dirty it, and does
not lose it, and can be easily used to receive what is been put inside, with the
utmost purity and quality. "Now I understand," Kyle said, admiring how well they knew how to handle
things and details well those who are far ahead in holiness. But the greatest
joy came when he began to see that many evangelizing saints were beginning
to be present and to enter the Heaven of the soul of Leos, beginning to infuse
his Spirit and to educate his heart and his thought towards the true
evangelization of the great in faith. Leos received spiritual thoughts and codes
and meditated techniques on how to say things. The Saints collaborated with
each other in the Communion of Saints centered on Leos, and following the
thought of the young each one of them infused new ideas and thoughts in
turn, helping him to grow enormously faster in the quality of his thought.
But the final touch came when a person very dear to Kyle arrived, the one who
had invited him to save the "savages" with a dream during his earthly life, and
who had presented him with pride full of praises to God the Father on the day
of his death, highlighting all his merits and virtues as a servant of the Gospel.
He was St. Gabriel the Archangel. Kyle smiled because he knew that the angel
protector of the evangelizers was him, he who had announced the birth of
Jesus to Mary asking His Yes, he who had spoken of the birth of John the
Baptist Zechariah, he who is one of the main charisms who knows how to say
things well and convincingly, managing to easily get others to accept and
convert. Gabriel did not just stay near Leos, but every time he prayed the
Rosary,in virtue of the fact that the first words of the Hail Mary are the words
he had addressed to her, she penetrated into Leos, making the angelic
incarnation grow ever more in him. He was practically becoming one with him,
making him more spiritually and holy, so that he could do his job really well.
Christians know that they are a temple of the Trinity, but often they do not
know that it is also possible to be a temple of the Angels and Saints, in the

measures established by God for His plans on the particular person, according
to the tasks that he has.because he could do his job really well. Christians
know that they are a temple of the Trinity, but often they do not know that it is
also possible to be a temple of the Angels and Saints, in the measures
established by God for His plans on the particular person, according to the
tasks that he has.because he could do his job really well. Christians know that
they are a temple of the Trinity, but often they do not know that it is also
possible to be a temple of the Angels and Saints, in the measures established
by God for His plans on the particular person, according to the tasks that he
has.
So Leos always understood better the words he had the task of saying, and
was beginning to sense that the dream meant that he had the task of writing
down everything he knew and understood, and of spreading it. He then began
to make an archive of all known things, by subject, and to write some draft
chapters on some of the topics he had already known, not to forget the
luminous reasoning that God's grace had elaborated, with the aim of having
many things ready for when he would do the final work.

Twenty-first chapter
The place where Kyle and Simona were strolling, monumental buildings
everywhere, full of precious gems of all kinds to their bases, were paved with
gold, and the stones of these buildings were of crystalline jasper and gold. The
greatness of the city was immense, twelve thousand stages both in width and
in length. There were twelve gates, three on each side of the city, on whose
twelve bases there were written the names of the twelve apostles, naturally in
place of the traitor apostle there was that of St. Matthias the apostle. There
were twelve angels above these doors, and the names of the twelve tribes of
Israel were also written there. The city was not illuminated by a sun but was
illuminated by the Glory of God.
Kyle admired the city while at the same time enjoying the wonder of seeing
people everywhere from the beauty and immense splendor that myriads
strolled and talked to each other in the city. It was the Celestial Jerusalem, the
city of the Saints, or those who bore the name of God and His Lamb, Jesus
Christ, on their foreheads.
- Nothing is comparable to the beauty of this city, neither in Heaven nor on
earth! -, said Kyle to beaming Simona.
- And to us, no matter how hard the affair has been on earth, it has been given
to be part of it and to have a dwelling here, as well as in the Paradise of the
martyrs of Christ. It seems so much what we have suffered, now that you see

what has been given to us? -, said Simona.
- The rewards of God exceed our every possibility of understanding, there is no
way to understand seriously the generosity and mercy and charity of God.
What he prepares for those who follow him and obeys him is out of any ability
to measure that man may have! It is true that dying was bad, but it was a
matter of a few minutes, while we will have it all over millions of years, and
again, forever! - Do you remember your first days here in Paradise? I remember mine, I was
not even able to end up amazed at all that God was giving me! I never
imagined that life in Heaven was so immense of happiness, and so I was a
good Christian! But I did not know it! -, said Simona.
Kyle had a smile on his lips, with a blissful thought that came back to him. Even less I knew how to imagine ... I just wanted to come to Heaven to return
to be with you, and I found myself being glorified as a great evangelizer and
martyr! The first few days I often felt like crying with joy because all I received
was beyond my comprehension possibilities. I have never felt so much loved as
the first few days here ... not so much because I no longer feel all this love,
but because the first few times you make this experience have a much
stronger impact. It was like discovering for the first time what we are truly
destined for, eternal love! And we two can enjoy it in abundance, we can not
be envious of anyone! It matters little if there are those who have more,God
makes you feel in the greatest abundance even if you are a small soul, it is
able to make even the smallest of the men or angels of Heaven happy! And
even more to us! It is beautiful that here in Paradise we all always know to
look only at the glass half full, and not at the glass half empty, that's how life
is always magnificent! Simona smiled. - Love, how is the mission you have? What have you come to?
- he said as he sat on the edge of a magnificent crystal fountain in the square.
Kyle made a look of complacency, and cheerfully said, "We're cool! Things are
going very well. Leos lets himself work well, even if sometimes we bring him
back to the right things by taking him for the reins. But since he is looking with
zeal for the things of God, this is easy. - What is the project about him? -, asked Simona.
- It has to evangelize the world on very important things in these times ... I
honestly do not know exactly how, but certainly it has started to do many good
things in preparation for this. We will see what will come, the Father is not
revealing the plan in detail from the beginning. - The important thing is that this man does what he is shown to, as far as he
can. Then the rest comes by itself. -, said Simona. Then he took a sharp look
and told him: - About doing what is presented to you, and the rest of it comes
from ... what do you say about what is written in my letter? -.

Kyle stared in surprise and not knowing what to say. - Er ... your letter ... er ...
sorry ... I forgot ... -.
Simona tugged at his ear. - Look, it's not that now only the mission exists! -.
Then he gave him a kiss, hugging him and they stayed together, one in the
other's arms, kissing for a long time.

Twenty-second chapter
There was an idea, in Gabriel's mind, and he prayed to God asking to be
able to get this thing. While he was praying he saw in an inner vision a vision
given by the Holy Spirit of a meeting of Leos with a little friar he also knew,
and what they had said. So he began to make Leos's thoughts work, bringing
him to the memory of that meeting. After a few minutes, Leos, clapping a hand
on his head, said to himself: "What an idiot! Fra Agostino had spoken to me of
messages that are given by Jesus and Mary! I must be able to find them! So he put himself at the computer, knowing that on Google, if something
exists, you find it. He then made the most obvious search: "Messages Jesus
Mary".
Google displayed to him about fifty message sites of Jesus and Mary, and also
of God the Father. "But are they so many?" Thought Leos, "it will take me a lot
of time to read!". Gabriel said to Kyle, "We can not just talk about negative
things, we need the Word of Life, too, here's got everything we need to give
everything we really need to know today, in which few religious really know
what to say! -. Kyle was enthusiastic about this.
Leos cominciò a leggere varie fonti di messaggi, scoprì che di veggenti o di
persone che ricevono locuzioni interiori ce ne son tante. Gabriel disse ai
presenti: - Peccato che questi messaggi li leggono solo una piccola parte dei
cristiani, e pochi atei, altrimenti sarebbe già tutto risolto... Se gli uomini
sapessero la ricchezza senza fine che c'è nelle parole del Cielo! Mangerebbero
tantissime parole celesti ogni giorno, e le diffonderebbero a tutti! Il fatto è che
gli uomini non sanno cosa gli conviene cercare! - The fact is that men are more attracted to stupid things than things of sacred
value, Gabriel! -, Michael replied a little jeering at the men. Gabriel replied
ironically: - And then maybe they dream immense glories, being gods in front
of everyone ... being immortal gods all want it, being a child of God with
immortality after life on earth but interested only a few! -. Kyle smiled, even
the archangels are capable of irony, he thought. - The illusion of becoming
divine by denying a God who offers divine life In short ... the incredible
intelligence of the men of the world sometimes makes it difficult for me to love
them from the depths of my guts! Sometimes they make it hard for me ... But

rather than let them end up in hell without doing anything ... - Michael
finished. Gabriel began to plunge into prayer because the words of Heaven
acted deeply in Leos and filled him with sanctification.
Leos leggeva e leggeva vari messaggi, scoprendo varie cose sulla Grande
Tribolazione, sull'anticristo, sul Grande Avvertimento, sul Rapimento degli
eletti, sul Grande Miracolo, e per i giorni successivi non si staccò dal computer
se non per lavoro o per mangiare, andare in bagno o dormire, con qualche
piccola lamentela da parte di Madeleine che lo voleva un po' anche per sé, e
che per ovviare al bisogno, si faceva anche lei leggere qualche messaggio, non
senza interessamento. Alcune volte andavano anche a leggere i messaggi in
spiaggia dopo averli stampati, quando erano giornate molto belle e soleggiate.
There was so much to discover, and those messages put together were like
many particles of a mosaic that took shape only to read many, putting them
together. The Word of Jesus and Mary, and also that of God the Father or other
heavenly people, was a fresh, new, life-giving Word, which even though it
asked for choices and commitment to be true Christians, was also like to say
beautiful words that never we had heard them say, the richest and most
rewarding, warm words that warmed the heart and soul with the love of God.
In fact there were not only messages on things of the Apocalypse, but also
messages and words simply to teach the away and the beauty of holiness and
communion with God, and how to get to the happiness of life together with
Him. The more Leos read these words and the more he wanted them,they
were like a healthy and pure drug that dragged him to Heaven.
Regarding the messages concerning the Apocalypse, Leos knew that there
would soon be a Rapture of the Elect that would open the crucial phase of the
Apocalypse, which they said had already begun. "How did it start?", Leos
thought. Including when he read that the Great Tribulation began with the
great persecutions of Christians in the Middle East, in Asia and in Africa in
recent times, by fanatical Islamists, and with the introduction in the Western
states of laws openly against the Word of God and Christianity, which he also
admitted that in fact it was happening much more intensively and brazenly in
the last two or three years. In fact, in recent times he was very puzzled by
some of these things, not because he was not Christian yet,but because so
many things happened and injustices against healthy morality and justice.
Even for a morally healthy atheist, many things that were happening recently
were shameful!
Lesse poi che poco dopo il Rapimento degli eletti ci sarebbe stato il Grande
Avvertimento, in cui tutti sarebbero stati risvegliati dal fuoco dello Spirito
Santo sulla verità della vita eterna e su dove ognuno personalmente stava
andando, facendogli conoscere con un fuoco spirituale la gravità delle loro
colpe. “Mio Dio”, pensò Leos, “meno male che mi son già confessato, d'ora in

poi voglio comportarmi in una maniera che piace a Dio, perché questa cosa
non sembra facilissima da superare! Addirittura dice che ci saranno anche
alcuni preti che moriranno nel scoprire quanto poco e male hanno servito Dio!
Speriamo di non restare senza preti! Beh però a dire il vero qualche prete che
ne diceva di molto belle lo ho sentito in questi tempi da quando ho cominciato
ad andare a Messa...”.
It was also explained how it is not that this Great Warning would have made all
mankind holy, because there would also be those who would have raised their
fists to Heaven by rebelling and getting angry with God and openly telling him
a conscious No, just for the sake, after a life of pride and pride, of wanting to
confront God. "It takes a praise to the deficiency for these creatures, I know ...
it takes a real commitment to want to be so deficient!", Leos told himself with
a little sarcasm.
Then came to know the Great Miracle that would have happened in every place
where Our Lady appeared to give messages, about a year after the Great
Warning, and that this permanent miracle visible to all would be the last
chance given by God to humanity . "We hope that they wake up and lower
their heads and bend their knees ... with all the friends that I have and that I
would like to save, I think this thought in some way can also apply to an
infinity of other people that I personally do not know ... poor people ... ", Leos
used to say.
He discovered that in addition to the first Rapture of the elect, whom God
called the elderly saints of the earth, those who were already elders in
holiness, also called the "Spouses", there would also be a second kidnapping,
perhaps concurrently with the Great Miracle, for the persevering penitents of
that year, and then a third kidnapping for the more or less good people who
cried out for salvation in the hard times before the real punishment. He read
that after a period of peace begun after the Great Warning, the antichrist
would appear, and that it would be a person full of hatred for Jesus and for Our
Lady and for those who are devoted to Jesus and to Our Lady. He read that he
would begin by preaching peace among peoples established between rulers
with beautiful handshakes, and withinvent systematic and somewhat industrial
ways of solving hunger in the world. He would never have spoken of sin or of
deserving eternal life; on the contrary, he would have induced sin by justifying
it. He would have only deluded the world with promises of peace and
prosperity for the whole world, as if it were all there, no fault to be paid for all
the evil and sin of the last decades done exaggerated by all humanity. He
would have presented himself saying he was the Messiah, of being Jesus
returned to earth, guiding it along with the powerful, would have done miracles
to convince, he would have created, together with a certain false prophet at his
side, also capable of miracles, a the only worldwide religion without Christ, and

would have persecuted Christians faithful to the Word of God.To bring as many
people as possible to eternal death would also have made sure that those who
wanted to live in his miserable and earthly realm were to accept a microchip on
the hand or forehead, a microchip hidden within the number 666,
corresponding number in Hebrew and Greek, computed in numbers, to the
name Maitreya, something that those who wanted to be saved for eternity had
absolutely not to accept. He researched this name and discovered that there
already existed messages from this Maitreya in the form of a message arrived
from who knows where, and he said that soon it would be manifest to the
world, that the right time would come for him to manifest himself through the
televisions of all the world (courtesy of certain rich and powerful people that
Leos had already met, the young man thought to himself).He also read of how
after the third kidnapping there would be the self-destruction of men, even
with the third world war, which perhaps would have begun even before that,
and then the purifying fire from Heaven and the transformation of the earth by
of God to purify it from the debris-works of men, and finally make new
Heavens and a new Earth. A new paradisaical Earth where, at the return of the
true Jesus Christ with the risen angels and saints, in the true divine glory, only
those who had been found in the grace of God could remain, to live forever in
the earthly Paradise, while others would have been thrown into hell, just as
they threw the holy things into the basket. This was the story of the future.
And from then on,those who had been kidnapped and those who would have
received the gift of living on the renewed earthly paradise, would no longer
have to experience death as it happened until now, because the redemption
already performed by Christ two thousand years ago would have come to
perfection, eliminating the death forever. As he read, Leos, without knowing,
was increasingly filled with the Holy Spirit, who stood next to him with a most
powerful luminescence, filling him with his every gift, at ever higher and
perfect levels. He was becoming perfect for his task, and perfect son of God. A
son of God who, with time, with deeds, with prayer and with faith, would prove
his true worth.because the redemption already performed by Christ two
thousand years ago would have arrived at the perfect fulfillment, eliminating
death forever. As he read, Leos, without knowing, was increasingly filled with
the Holy Spirit, who stood next to him with a most powerful luminescence,
filling him with his every gift, at ever higher and perfect levels. He was
becoming perfect for his task, and perfect son of God. A son of God who, with
time, with deeds, with prayer and with faith, would prove his true
worth.because the redemption already performed by Christ two thousand years
ago would have arrived at the perfect fulfillment, eliminating death forever. As
he read, Leos, without knowing, was increasingly filled with the Holy Spirit,
who stood next to him with a most powerful luminescence, filling him with his

every gift, at ever higher and perfect levels. He was becoming perfect for his
task, and perfect son of God. A son of God who, with time, with deeds, with
prayer and with faith, would prove his true worth.He was becoming perfect for
his task, and perfect son of God. A son of God who, with time, with deeds, with
prayer and with faith, would prove his true worth.He was becoming perfect for
his task, and perfect son of God. A son of God who, with time, with deeds, with
prayer and with faith, would prove his true worth.
After some days immersed in these readings, archiving everything useful, Leos
meditated well on everything that had been given in those days. Then he
raised his eyes to Heaven and said to God: - Now I have perfectly clear what I
have to do. They are in your hands, help me do things like you want them. -

Twenty-third chapter
The days following the Si of Leos were not the best. Lucifer was black
with rage and ordered the demons to attack the young man. Several demons
tried to put anxieties and fears in Leos, trying to make him give up his
intentions. They tried to make him believe that he had misunderstood and that
this was not God's will. Leos, however, was full of protections because of all the
messages he had read and that kept him in strong union with Heaven, and his
rosaries prayed every day remarkable strength to the people of Heaven to
convince him in the right direction and to fight against the demons without
them being able to make it waver. When in Leos came negative thoughts, or
when thoughts of human rationality came against the work, he simply
reminded himself of the dreams he had made,telling himself that doing that for
sure was not wrong, because the conscience told him that the truth was there.
Also it was said - I am enormously people who have not the slightest idea
about these things, it is my job that so many others know these things ... the
masons and the enlightened sleep the consciences and the spiritual life of men,
I I have to do the exact opposite! Lucifer, exasperated, decided to find a way to disturb Leos and make him
understand that his life would fall apart if he was against evil. He knew very
well that once a man has served well the Lord enters a state of blessing,
fortune, protection and sanctification that makes it almost impossible for him
to ruin his life, not entirely but almost, it depended on the person's faith. But
Leos did not know this, and so for the moment Lucifer could play the card to
put him on thorns about the risk of losing the safety of an earthly life without
problems.
One morning, half an hour before starting the lesson, Leos was called by the

principal to speak, who looked gloomy and seemed to give no room to illusions
of peace and serenity.
- There are rumors that she is ... Evangelizing the whole school. Is that true,
Mr. Rapcore? - he said with a cold and detached word.
Leos thought to himself if "Ahi ouch, he does not pull good wind", then he
replied - I did not really evangelize, I did not explain theological things, I only
witnessed my conversion and adherence to Christianity, my students and some
colleagues. Certainly, however, not to the whole school. "Everyone talks about it," the headmaster said coldly as if it were a bad thing,
"Mr. Leos, this is a secular institute. It is not allowed to continue to instill in our
students indoctrination on these topics so off the subject for the reason why it
works here ... if you want to continue working here, we mean. - Daniel Finn
said treacherously.
A thud to the heart came to Leos. Was he threatening to have to leave? After
four years of teaching that had led him to feel in that school as if he were in
his second family? He realized that the devil was attacking him through Daniel,
and he invoked Saint Michael the archangel who had appeared to him in a
dream and who therefore would certainly help him, even if he is always
portrayed as a warrior fighting the devil. - I understand -, he answered, - I
understand ... maybe it's not the kind of topics to talk about, but it's right that
these young people have knowledge that there is a true meaning to life and
that they have to think about deserving eternal life, besides to a place in the
world, in my opinion. It seems cruel to me that young people do not know
anything, while more and more they move away from God,do you understand
that without truth it is difficult to be saved? - he finished to say. A thought
began to make its way into his mind.
- We are not here for this, if they have the desire to think about eternal life
they can decide to go to Mass to listen to the sermons of priests. A bit of
healthy professionalism, Mr. Leos. Be more focused on your real work. The thought became clear in Leos's mind, who knew what to say. - But there is
also the fact that it is unwise for me to be undermined by the possibility of
working here and to be able to talk about the things that I want in free
moments, when it could be a big problem if ... the school knew its Principal has
to do with a sect that makes secret power games, a sect that performs occult
and demonic rites! Do not you think? -, said Leos with an ironic and
contemptuous smile. Then he added, "What do you think, Mr. Headmaster, is it
better to lose both professorships or is it better that we respect each other in
their free will? Daniel froze at the thought of what he might have meant for him such a thing.
A catastrophic shame that would have expelled him and that would have even
denied him the right to cover the same role in another high school. This Leos

always had an extra ace that was not planned, and found no way to win over
him. "All right," he said, "you're right, there's no reason why you can not talk
about your faith. But do not exaggerate the truth of my life, as I said, I am
only part of a philanthropic society. - Philanthropic as it is true that politicians do everything for the last of society,
it seems to me. But they are my opinions, perhaps. We are understood this
way, peace is always the best choice. "I greet you," said the principal coldly.
- Back the booklet he had lent me, very useful to ... "see clearly". On you, I
mean. I greet you too. -, and he left. Daniel understood from this last joke that
for Leos it was clear, very clear, that Freemasonry had a demonic nature, and
he was afraid.
Daniel was not afraid for reasons on large scales, to which he no longer
thought, having reduced in his mind the possibilities of Leos to speak, but
simply for himself, for his armchair, for his reputation and his fortune. If Leos
had begun to hold him by the neck, blackmailing him whenever he wanted, or
worse, if Leos had decided to say these things that threatened him, it would
have been a great and destructive humiliation, shame and ruin for him. There
was only one solution, to be able to live peacefully. He picked up a file from the
shelf with the data of each employee, looked for and found the data of Leos,
transcribed this data on a piece of paper and put it in his pocket.

Twenty-fourth chapter
"Not a few know the Truth, but their number is small compared to the
almost infinite number of people who fills the world. I do not know how far my
work will come, but I know that I have a reason to fight myself too, and it is
my eternal salvation, yours and many other people through you. The world is
very different from what we understand with our eyes of flesh, the world is a
universe of hidden things that only with the help of God I could know, and
there is both the cold evil of people belonging to demonic sects , who enjoy
doing the good and bad weather in the world, manipulating it continuously, is
the knowledge of the immense love of God that changes everything and frees
our souls to give us every thing that we can desire.It is important to know
what must happen on God's side to restore humanity to the true dignity of
what it is to be children of Love and Truth, sons of eternal Life. We all have
faults that attract the great purification of the world, everyone. But if we also
know the endless wonder of what is the future life that will soon come, not
only in Heaven but also in the Earth renewed in a Paradise of delights, life that
will be an eternity of endless joy and happiness, it will be almost impossible

that we will not think of this first of all. God the more you know him and the
more you can not do without him. Needless to complain, useless to rebel,
because what would most want our heart is coming and is promised with
certainty through Christ who gave His life for us, and we must therefore run
towards Heaven,and do not waste time in taking it with God for what is only
the fault of the devil and his followers! God is not to blame for the world in
which you live.
My job is to inform you of everything, so that you can choose. The greatest
evil that exists in the world is ignorance, which I too have lived unaware for
thirty years, and this is unfortunately the worst thing that weighs on men, the
ignorance of what is really life and the reality of which we are part of. Many
believe they have an answer to everything, to know everything, and all limit
themselves to the relativity of their little mind of creatures, without wanting
anything of what is outside their meters of measure of truth, rejecting it
already at the start. But life, as I have discovered by the grace of God, is
something completely superior to what is normally known, enormously
superior. Without knowledge, man hardly makes himself available willingly to
make his own life the masterpiece that God would like,on the contrary, he
thinks that with God he loses his own identity, he loses his value, when
instead, especially if we think of the reality of eternity, it is with God that we
reach the maximum realization, while without God we move towards selfdestruction. My friends, I beg you to read this book and to make it read, if you
will consider that it is valid, because we have only one life available, and
without information we will never know what to choose and why to choose it.
"Information wants to be free, we want to know, we want the Truth". This is
the only way that truly allows us to "live for freedom", since only truth permits
salvation from golden prisons that gives rise to ignorance. Let us walk together
towards an awakened and living consciousness of the most beautiful life, that
of the Spirit.Otherwise there is very little hope for Humanity, because in
ignorance it walks away from eternal life and from the true reason why the
creature exists, that is to become an eternal masterpiece that will enjoy
forever the deeper things than in life he really dreamed and desired. In
ignorance man is easily succumbed to evil, the devil and his servants who
believe in the gods while they are the poorest creatures. So read with an
attentive heart, and life will take you to become this masterpiece, with your
active part of collaboration, some in one way, some in another. "that is to
become an eternal masterpiece that will always enjoy the deeper things that in
life has truly dreamed and desired. In ignorance man is easily succumbed to
evil, the devil and his servants who believe in the gods while they are the
poorest creatures. So read with an attentive heart, and life will take you to
become this masterpiece, with your active part of collaboration, some in one

way, some in another. "that is to become an eternal masterpiece that will
always enjoy the deeper things that in life has truly dreamed and desired. In
ignorance man is easily succumbed to evil, the devil and his servants who
believe in the gods while they are the poorest creatures. So read with an
attentive heart, and life will take you to become this masterpiece, with your
active part of collaboration, some in one way, some in another. "
- He has a very lucid mind! He knows how to do things very well! - said St.
Anthony of Padua to St. John the Baptist, while Leos, after the preface, was
writing the names of all the chapters he wanted to write, by subject. St. John
the Baptist retorted: - He prayed so much in reparation and atonement for his
sins, it is for this reason that things succeed him much better, and also that he
is more receptive to our help and inspiration. Leos intended to deal with the arguments one by one, first on the concrete
revelations of how Heaven is, then on the themes of evil that exists in the
world, and how terrible hell was, the fate of those who do not choose for
eternal life. Then he wrote the names of the chapters on the things of the
Apocalypse that he would have to write with what he learned from the
messages, and then again on the eternal life that awaits us and on everything
that would fall in love with how beautiful is the holy life that Jesus and Mary
teach in their messages. First, first of all, then, he put the gem of a chapter in
which he wanted to put various extracts of near-death experiences, or people
who in a temporary state of clinical death, then described Paradise as they had
known him in the short time when they had been dead,because he would have
enticed to take the rest of the book seriously.
He wanted there to be all three great themes, so that those who read would
want to become a child of God and not waste time in a mediocre life and
without high aspirations of real value. He did not want to leave room for
indifference, aridity and deafness that men often have. "If we must evangelise,
we do good and make Heaven desirable, otherwise it could be a job that has
served little!".
While Leos was busy writing, Kyle meditated, often offering God his merits and
Simona for the young man's work. But he had a doubt. - Michael -, he said, but in the end there are many books that talk about these things, although
undoubtedly Leos writes very well and also in a tactical and complete. But, I
said, why should your book be more successful than the others that already
exist? Michael was calm in the answer - I trust, I already guessed what he has in
mind. Certainly there is the good thing that we will have readers even among
those far from God, and this would already be enough to enhance all that we
have done in these times. However you should know that a work of this kind is
not only valid for those who read the book directly, but also applies as a

permanent prayer to God, because, in one way or another, these things even
just because they were made they become an outpouring of knowledge on
many, many, many others. The way in which God hears her are made of Him,
but it is true that even if few read, the same God would grant as much as
possible the desire and the reason why Leos is creating this work. Be serene. Kyle lit up: - Praise to God! And that Humanity really becomes able to save
itself! I hope! It's worth it anyway! But look ... then the life that I lived has had
positive effects even on people who have not known my story directly? - Yes, right. Everything done for God can be an indirect good for other people,
especially if offered to God. Even the sufferings offered have enormous
redemptive powers, both small and large. This is why martyrs have so much
power to achieve the conversion of people, because they have accepted to
suffer for Christ. Now, what we have to do is to pray incessantly for the
protection of Leos from all evil, especially from bad people, I know that
something unfortunately boils in the pot, since in recent times the demons
have lost more and more direct power to act, but luckily the devil can not
make pot lids! -, Michael finished.
For ten days Leos wrote without stopping, praying a couple of rosaries every
day and some free prayers to help him make the book as well as possible. He
breathed a sigh of relief when he finished, thanking God because by His grace
he had come very well, clean, pure, easy to understand. The name of the book
was looking for him, asking for inspiration, to understand what name to use, a
name that would attract people of all kinds. All he had to do was meditate on
how he could spread it, after a review he would have done a few days later,
with a fresh mind, to be sure of the quality of the book.

Twenty-fifth chapter
That Saturday morning Madeleine was busy putting in the cupboards in
the kitchen what she had bought at the Super King Markets supermarket, four
blocks away, while again she listened to the exciting new Sound Extasy album.
On Saturday the nursery school was not open, and he planned to prepare
something good for lunch, so as to celebrate Leos who had written his first
book. She liked very much to love each other in life, and find reasons to make
relationships more beautiful, both the sentimental ones, those of friendship,
and those of kinship. Leos was happy with this heart full of love that Madeleine
had, often thinking that it was not only physical beauty that made her
beautiful, but also her heart and her soul full of love.
The bell rang. Madeleine put the two packs of Italian spaghetti in her hand and
then went to open. Three men were at the door, smiled and bowed slightly.

- We are friends of Leos, is he present? We have to give him something he had
asked me to find for him the other day. -, he said, showing a parcel in his
hands.
"Now there is not," said Madeleine, "she will be here in an hour and a half." "Ah, too bad," said the man, "we agreed that I would return the money I
spent. Are you sorry to offer us a glass of water? These days it's very hot,
there's a big sun. - Yes sure. -, Madeleine said, letting them enter. "Anyway, I can give you the
money Leos owes you, if it's not a big sum. The man made a gesture of relief, - Excellent. You see Leos was very
interested in books on Freemasonry and I got them. - he said waiting for her
to close the door. "I gave them to him to make him understand that it is
Freemasonry to command, and that he only has to shut up that we do not like
them! -. She rushed quickly toward Madeleine who had remained petrified at
the last words and immediately put a hand on her mouth before she screamed.
Madeleine tried to wriggle away as the other two bound her wrists behind her
back and then gagged him tightly to her mouth. Then they forced her to sit on
a chair, telling her - Now let's wait for your beautiful little prince together ...
We knew very well that he was not at home yet! -. They took out a pair of
pistols and a medium-sized dagger,while from the face of Madeleine, impotent,
a few tears came down that wet the gag.

Twenty-sixth chapter
"Peace to you," he mocked Leos to the principal with whom he had
crossed the street as he changed the class to go.
The principal looked at him with a haughty and angry look. - It's not over here.
I do not get my feet on anyone's head! - he said with a cold heart.
Leos smiled ironically, thinking ironically about the incredible courage of a lion
that had always emanated that little man, of whom no one was ever
interested. - Who does not kneel to God is destined to see himself often put his
feet on his head, at least in the other life. It is better to think about what is
really convenient, if you really want good to yourself, do not you think? -.
The man looked at him in amazement, and he felt a little perplexed at what he
had been told. - Being dominated is not dominating. - he said then, and went
away to avoid hearing other words ... "dangerous".
" The point of view of these people is really trivial and boring," Leos told
himself. "They have not yet understood that being sons of God means truly
becoming what this word says, for an eternal life ! Well, after all, if one is bad
and likes to be bad, God has his good reasons to let him see things in a foolish

manner! " However, Daniel's first words had not pleased him, what would he
have invented to send him away from that school? Would he have invented lies
or stratagems to ruin him in the eyes of others, before he was ruined? He
hoped that it was just a sentence of a proud but irritated but nonetheless
powerless man.
Suddenly she felt a great desire to call Madeleine to hear her voice and to be
sorry with her, asking her what she was doing well. She knew well that she had
promised a nice dinner the night before, but she felt like she had to hear her
voice for a moment. So, before entering the classroom for the last hour of
class, he called.
The three men heard the phone ringing from a purse on the kitchen table, but
they did not care.
Leos was a little disappointed, "strange that he does not answer me, today he
is free from work." He entered the classroom and did his lesson time.
Before getting into the car he made another attempt, but he did not answer
anyone again. He began to worry. He turned on the car to go home
immediately, he wanted to be sure he was fine. During the journey, while he
was on Venice Boulevard, his eye fell on a boy who was wearing a billboard
with the words "Save from the kidnapping of cruel torturers", and he sold the
newspaper he advertised to passersby. He would not have noticed, but when
he saw those words, Leos had felt as if God was speaking to him, as if he had
put them in particular evidence, he sensed that there was a sign. However he
was not sure, he did not know what he meant. He opened the radio and heard
a song that said: "We are in danger, but there is hope, who wants to kill us will
die". Leos felt agitated,he immediately thought of Madeleine. God was talking
to him, something was wrong, something was happening. He tried for safety to
call his woman once again.
This time, after some rings, Madeleine's voice answered. - Honey how are you?
You know, I'm making you squid rings, which I know you like so much. Now I
salute you, come back soon, I run away because it's burning everything! -, she
almost prevented him from speaking, as if she had been taken from cooking
and had no time to stay on the phone. Leos was a little surprised and
perplexed.

Twenty-seventh chapter
Leos opened the door of the house with his keys and entered the house
with joy, saying aloud: - Where is my beloved wife? I'm dry with kisses and
cuddles and I need replenishment! -, turned the entrance corridor entering the
living room, when he felt violently pushed on the ground, while the attacker

with a knife in his hand made to pounce on him, saying: - Sorry, but the
cristianucci are not very welcome on planet Earth! -, took with a robust hand
an arm of Leos who cried out: - Jesus, help us! -. The man was about to sink
the armed arm on his chest, when, stiffened, he gave a great scream and fell
to the ground. One of the two men said, "What ...", while immediately some
windows were broken and tear gas was thrown quickly. Madeleine,who had
been quickly raised from the chair when Leos returned, took advantage of the
loss of the man who held her tightly, pulling a good kick backwards between
her legs. The man released his grip, bending over with pain, and she ran away
from him immediately. Leos took her by the arm and quickly took her out of
the house, where two policemen immediately sent them away safely. A
megaphone said loudly: - Give yourself up, the house is surrounded. There are
no escape routes! -.A megaphone said loudly: - Give yourself up, the house is
surrounded. There are no escape routes! -.A megaphone said loudly: - Give
yourself up, the house is surrounded. There are no escape routes! -.
Leos thought it was a good thing that the sniper rifle used by one of the
policemen had had the silencer. This had a surprise effect in which the other
two men could not immediately understand what was happening, until the
windows had been broken, so as to take advantage of their loss. Leos
telephoned the police, telling him, a little 'lying, that he had received threats in
the last days and that he had called his wife three times unanswered the first
two calls, and with a rather strange message the third. Leos had noticed that
Madeleine had incisively marked the phrase "I know you like it so much", while
talking about the squid rings. "I like them so much?!?", Leos had thought,"But
if I have told him so many times that I do not give them more than I think I
eat egg white!" He had a suspicion, thinking back to the signs he had just
received. "He wanted to make me understand that something is wrong!".
He had asked the police to come without sirens explained, meeting one
kilometer away from the house. He had talked for ways to be convincing, a
little 'lying without exaggeration, because he could not tell that it was God to
warn him of the danger. So they had sneaked up to the house and a policeman
reported that he was looking through binoculars military inside the windows of
the house, from safe positions, he had seen some men inside the house, from
two to four men, who had shady movements as if they controlled what was
happening outside the house. The police chief had worked out a plan, putting a
couple of policemen with the sniper rifle into safe positions and telling the
others to be ready for the signal to immediately throw in the tear gas house
and do a blitz. And when they came in, they forced the two men out with their
hands up and unarmed, while the half-dead man was quickly taken to the
military hospital.
Leos ran near the kidnappers saying: - Who are you? Why did you come? What

were you doing here?!? -. He would have gladly thrown a lot of punches at
both, but the police, seeing him restless and clenching his fists, told him to let
them take care of them, pushing him away.
That afternoon there were several interrogations, both of the two healthy men
and of Leos and Madeleine. But the two men resisted saying things, it was only
sensed that they had been sent by someone.

Twenty-eighth chapter
- It would be better if you move to another place, given that you are in
someone's sights. Maybe it would be good to think about a change of
identity ... -, said the police chief in Leos and Madeleine. Leos had a feeling of
disappointment, Madeleine instead nodded to the policeman as saying: - Yes,
in fact it is better -. It had frightened her, having spent two hours with those
three bandits. He turned to Leos and said, "Love, we can go to my own in
Dozulé in France, there we will be really safe and protected from all evil. For
the work we find it, do not worry, and the French you already know a little
'thanks to me, but I will help you learn it perfectly! -.
Leos nodded to her, he was sorry to leave the marvelous Los Angeles, but he
was very happy to obey Madeleine, so that she would not be upset and be
serene. He took heart from the thought that Paris had always liked him so
much, and from what he remembered, it was not so far from Dozulé.
- Should we then make a new identity? -, she asked the policeman.
- I do not think it's necessary, if you go that far. - answered the good man. It
was clear that he was compassionate, both towards Madeleine and Leos. He
had made sure to reassure them in every way. Leos appreciated his respectful
way of treating them.
In the following days, Leos agreed with a real estate agency to take care of
selling their already furnished and ready house, taking only everything that
was personal and eliminating what was useless. He gave all the instructions
and the bank details of the account shared between him and Madeleine. He
would naturally also have had to open a new account in France, but for now,
given that he could very well manage his US account from the internet, that
was fine, and in due course he would transfer funds from the account in
America to the account in France, easily solving things. For the time being they
did not need too much money, as Madeleine's parents, knowing things, were
very willing to welcome them to their home.They would have thought about it
later on buying a house of their own.
Madeleine and Leos took care of packing up with all that was important to take
with them, but as Leos had decided, things of little importance gave her or

threw them away. Material things do not always have all the value we give
them, and Leos was capable of not being too attached to material things.
Madeleine behaved as if she had moved to America, the necessary necessities
were enough.
In those days, Leos had warned his students, his colleagues and the
headmaster of his near resignation because of the decision to move to Brazil in
Rio de Janeiro, which for various reasons could not be postponed, making up
an apology. He had preferred not to alert and alarm the people who loved him
with knowledge of painful facts to know, and he had avoided telling anyone
where he really went, as suggested by the policeman. The headmaster had
looked at him a little 'investigation, trying to figure out where the wind was
blowing, but then, since there were no particular signs in the expressions of
Leos that could alarm him, shook hands with Leos wishing him good fun
between the joyful and joyful people of Brazil,and then he sighed with relief at
the thought that he had been freed from this dangerous colleague, who hoped
he would not have to see again.
Leos also returned a couple of times from the policemen, who had worked out
all the interrogations well and were making some progress in their research.
Every now and then Madeleine cried, thinking about how much it had cost him
to move to America ten years earlier, shortly after she had reached age, she
was nice to America, she liked it, and the luck of living in Los Angeles was not
a small thing for her. But he was heartened thinking of how many times he had
been missing parents, with whom he had always had a good relationship, and
that often called long talking to them.
Leos in the free moments instead conversed via chat with his friends hackers,
worrying about planning and planning many important things.

Twenty-ninth chapter
- You know, guys, you will always be in my heart, you and all those I
had as pupils in these years in this beautiful school ... it was nice for me to
teach here and it was nice to talk and joke with you hearing all the crap that
you say every day. -, Leos smiled, while the youths also had a giggle. - I have
always loved being young in spirit and I do not want to become an adult in the
manner of many others who only think of settling down and getting rich, with
you I felt good because you still live in the wonder of life. Always remain young
and amazed by life, because stopping to be amazed means to stop living. -,
said Leos to his students. They told him that he was so sorry that he went, a
girl also had a bit of crying. They asked him if they could hug him and he
hugged them all,asking him excuse if he had to leave. It was painful to lose

these little great joys to which he had grown fond, he hoped that even in
France there had been the possibility for him to be a teacher. However it was
necessary.
When he left the classroom he made a phone call, then walked towards the
principal's office. The principal was smoking a cigar and was busy talking on
the phone, motioned him to sit down. Leos waited a few minutes for Daniel to
be free.
- Well, is it the day of departure? - said the principal with false human warmth.
- We leave tomorrow, I have already solved all that there was to solve. answered Leos.
"It's not like he's doing it for what happened between us, right? The waters
come back calm after a bit of storm, I would not be the cause of this ... -, he
said hypocritically and falsely, Daniel Finn, thinking that the decision had been
taken so long.
- Mr. Headmaster, do not worry, I'll gladly go around the world. I'm glad to
meet new realities. More than anything else to talk about it with the policemen
out there, I do not worry about it, that I'm happy and with a free heart. answered Leos impassively.
- How, excuse me? -, asked the principal who was not sure he understood
correctly, - What does that mean? What happened? Did you report to me for
the things I have told you in recent times? - he said, rising with anger and fear.
"You ought to be a little smarter about choosing the hitmen, one of the three
men who tried to eliminate me and my wife was foolish enough to talk about
my interest in Freemasonry, which he did not like. The fact is that apart from
Madeleine, a priest and a friar, she is the only one here in Los Angeles who
knows of my interest in recent times for Freemasonry. - What ambush? I do not know anything, there is no evidence! -.
Leos said candidly: - one of the three men was Mexican, the policemen made
him choose between a reduction in the time of conviction in a comfortable
American prison, or being deprived of the right to stay in the USA to be sent as
long as possible in a fetid Mexican prison. Evidently knowing what the Mexican
prisons are from experience, knowing how nice people are in there, the
Mexican willingly told the truth when the cops asked him about you.
Everything, just not to go to hell. Why do not you also think about Masons to
this, do you perhaps delude yourself of a heavenly hell for your eternal future?
What is the reason that drives you to be servants of evil? -.
Daniel slumped in his chair, saying, "You screwed me ... You were dangerous to
me ... Why do we serve evil? -, he said in a rage of anger, - Because we do not
know what good is to serve! What is the advantage?!? -. The police entered,
had recorded the words between Leos and Daniel and now they had the
certainty proven by the same words of the principal. While they were cuffing

him, Leos told him: - The first benefit is to be eternal Men with a capital U,
men who deserve praise and love and not shame and hate. The other benefits
are that living life to the fullest of its potential is possible only with those who
have created the Life! Meditate on this, so you'll have a lot of time in the
cell ... Goodbye! -. The policemen gave a sign of assent to the words of Leos,
and then they brought out the little man, while many,intrigued by having seen
the police enter the school, they looked appalled at the headmaster taken
away that way without understanding why this was happening. Leos also came
out of the room, everyone looked at him. He said: - Evil can also be hidden
where everyone sees a perfect society, while it is only a landfill of hypocrisy
and malice. There are those who see salvation in Jesus Christ, and who, it
seems, deludes himself of finding some salvation in the devil. -, and with this
he left, leaving them to talk to each other about the meaning of what had
happened and what he had said.- Evil can also be hidden where everyone sees
a perfect society, while it is only a landfill of hypocrisy and wickedness. There
are those who see salvation in Jesus Christ, and who, it seems, deludes himself
of finding some salvation in the devil. -, and with this he left, leaving them to
talk to each other about the meaning of what had happened and what he had
said.- Evil can also be hidden where everyone sees a perfect society, while it is
only a landfill of hypocrisy and wickedness. There are those who see salvation
in Jesus Christ, and who, it seems, deludes himself of finding some salvation in
the devil. -, and with this he left, leaving them to talk to each other about the
meaning of what had happened and what he had said.

Thirtieth chapter
Paris, airport.
Leos and Madeleine had retrieved their suitcases and looked around to
see if they could find her relatives. They found them at the main entrance of
the airport, Madeleine's father and mother, who were in their sixties.
- Bonjour, Madeleine, bien venir, Leos. - (good morning Madeleine, well
arrived, Leos).
Madeleine dropped her suitcases and threw her arms around his parents'
necks.
"Enfin nous nous reverrons," he said. (Finally we'll see each other again).
Leos always liked the French language at Leos, he had a kind of joy that he
had always liked. He promised himself to get busy in learning it.
During the hour and a half by car trip to Dozulé, he pondered what he had to
do. As he thought, Madeleine took his hand with her left hand, and said to him,

"I want to tell you something tonight." Leos replied, "Why not now? -. She
said: - Better tonight, we must talk about the future that awaits us calmly. At about fifteen they were in Dozulé, he was shown the room where they could
stay, in which two single beds had been joined together, and they soon took off
their luggage. Madeleine decided to go take a shower, while Leos asked her
father in English if he could connect to the internet with his laptop, hoping he
would understand what he was saying. The father said to Leos: - WiFi, WiFi!
Now i give you the password! -. Somehow they understood each other, which
he could not always do, remembering the other times they had met, but at
least they had committed themselves to learning something English after the
last few times.
Once connected, Leos took a look at everything he had prepared, ready to be
put into operation. The book had reread it during the plane trip and it was
perfect, apart from some small correction already made. It was sober and
essential style easy to read. He had put the book under license
CreativeCommons, with the possibility for anyone to spread it, even translated,
without restrictions. In this way the book would have spread much more, and
indeed had invited to spread it. So it was not worth thinking of economic
benefits, that was not why he had written the book, and Jesus himself in the
Gospel had said "Gratuitously you received, free dates!". Leos had smiled the
first time he had read this sentence, "it should be the motto of free software,"
he thought.And then he also thought that hackers against him like him had to
please Jesus, since in the digital world they had a rather evangelical style of
things, free from the conformism and mental restrictions of a culture that
thinks only of personal profit.
He took a last look at the PDF, to verify that the layout was perfect. He paused
a little on the first page, with the background image of LiveForFreedom Linux,
or the luminous heart with the words "Informations wants to be free, we want
to know, we want the truth". Above the heart there was the title he had chosen
for the book: "Paradise against Hell".
He was satisfied.
A moment of shudder pierced him, a strong breath of fear from the dangers
that could have brought what he was about to do, but immediately said: - With
the hell you do not, if nobody speaks I will not be sure not to talk! God will
take care of our lives, and if he wants to keep us safe! This is certainly not the
world in which it is worth living! Those people must be unmasked! And then
what I wrote is very important for the eternal life of many people who know
nothing! If I did not, I would be responsible for a huge number of lives! -.
There was no room for reasoning because he knew that it would be useless to
reason, and he began to act. Michael winked at Kyle, saying, "This is made to
live only by faith, God bless and always protect! I really like Leos,especially for

its coherent philosophy of life! -, and then with his sword pierced Lucifer, who
in a light manner had made himself present to try Leos. - You tried, now stop
breaking the boxes! -. Kyle indifferent to the devil, he replied - The passion he
had for free software and his philosophy has now poured it completely on the
Gospel and eternal life ... really good! -.
Leos uploaded via FTP, on the official website of his Linux version, the new web
pages that had to be displayed, with the presentation of the book and the free
downloadable PDF available. He had made sure that the book was in full
visibility on the site, in addition to the operating system. It counted on the fact
that the site was very visited, it was a better solution than to create a site from
scratch. Then he sent the site server a new script for a program to send news
to those who used his version of Linux. Starting from the second version of
LiveForFreedom Linux, in fact, it had inserted an automatic window that
opened every time you connected to the internet, to get updates and news for
the LiveForFreedom Linux operating system, or other important news.Taking
advantage of this would have been able to make known to all those who were
using its operating system the free book that was spreading, or to hundreds of
thousands of people, if not millions! (He could not say for sure how many they
were, it was hard to know exactly).
"Well, the first part of evangelization is done," they said to himself. - Let's start
with the rest! I send to the server of the site at his disposal, which was in the Silycon Valley
in America, a little program that had created mail bombing, and started it once
loaded. Virtually the program was able to scan all the sites by accessing them
through Google searches and detect all the possible emails imaginable, and
send each one an email with the PDF of the book and an explanation of what
contained the text file, in the text of the email. This program was designed to
first of all look for sites from schools, universities, public institutions and
similar, finding all the emails of professors and students, public employees and
more. In those sites, Leos knew that they were in huge quantities. The young
man promised to work on it to further refine it.He had also added the
possibility of being able to send text files with web addresses of pages in which
there were many email addresses, and immediately uploaded some files sent
to him by his hacker friends on various pages full of email addresses that they
had already found.
Anche essi, gli amici hacker, avevano, per amicizia di Leos, accettato il compito
di cominciare a lavorare su internet per la diffusione del suo libro nei loro siti
internet e attraverso vari modi che insieme avevano elaborato. Non tutti
avevano accettato, ma parecchi si, o per amicizia di Leos o per aver compreso
almeno un poco il valore del libro. Così insieme a Leos avevano elaborato uno
script di chat IRC automatico che avrebbe pubblicizzato in maniera

mastodontica tutta la gente connessa alla chat, ogni volta che lo si avviava.
Leos had made a version of this script that worked in the background from the
server of his site, with the task of connecting to the various American IRCnet
every day at 18 pm and at 21, hours when there were the maximum number
of chatters. Basically there was a roBOT that entered the most frequented chat
channels of each server with its own ipv6 address, while another roBOT with
different ipv6 address would send private advertisements to each connected
person detected by the first roBOT, bringing many people to enter on the site
and download the PDF. The use of ipv6 addresses through tunnel brokers,
instead of the normal ipv4, was an excellent idea to avoid both the discovery of
the first roBOT, the one that went ahead, and to avoid DoS attacks on the IPv4
of the website server,that could mean the risk that the site was flooded or
knocked out very often. This was not supposed to happen, especially now.
- And this is done too. -, Leos said to himself.
He loaded his book on Amazon.com for sale for the Kindle ebook reader at a
price of 3 euros per copy, and started 10 euros of advertising a day on Amazon
for his book, so that out of 100 people who every day would have clicked on
advertising you could hope that at least 5 or 7 people would buy the book, not
to mention that the book would become more visible without expense and
therefore even more bought in a short time. In this way he would be assured
of the income in a credit card that had been made for this job. The aim was
not to earn something, but to have a continuous income in the credit card,
which then went directly and automatically into exits to pay for the book
advertisements on Amazon and on Facebook, all in automatic mode.Having
already put some credit in the paper, using savings that he did not particularly
need, Leos also started advertising his book on Facebook, at a cost of 20 euros
a day, at least for the moment, in the hope of having soon more funds
available. The advertising would have brought many people to his site to be
able to download it for free, and perhaps even these same people would have
made the work known by making known the address of the site or by
spreading the PDF directly. "We hope they will do something for them too, that
they are not just remembering themselves ... after all, the best way to be sure
of being safe is to share the holy and saving things, I think ...", Leos thought
with hope. While he thought so, he closed his eyes for a moment, relaxing in
bed, and had thean impression of feeling so much love that enveloped him, a
great peace, and then sweetly came an inner vision of two majestic doors that
opened, and inside he saw a heavenly place in the clouds and full of light, and
Jesus standing looking at him with love and with his hand he made a gesture
of blessing. In his heart he heard the words: "One day you will be with Me in
Paradise, surely you will be. -. Leos opened his eyes and smiled with joy, very
happy! He had done this important task that had been given to him and now

he could be sure of his salvation, because Jesus would never have abandoned
him!and Jesus standing looking at him with love and making a gesture of
blessing with his hand. In his heart he heard the words: "One day you will be
with Me in Paradise, surely you will be. -. Leos opened his eyes and smiled with
joy, very happy! He had done this important task that had been given to him
and now he could be sure of his salvation, because Jesus would never have
abandoned him!and Jesus standing looking at him with love and making a
gesture of blessing with his hand. In his heart he heard the words: "One day
you will be with Me in Paradise, surely you will be. -. Leos opened his eyes and
smiled with joy, very happy! He had done this important task that had been
given to him and now he could be sure of his salvation, because Jesus would
never have abandoned him!
Madeleine came out of the bathroom wrapped in an abundant and soft orange
bathrobe. Leos looked at her in love. - Miaow! What a charming! What did you
want to tell me? -.
Madeleine kissed him. - Love, it's a wonderful and beautiful thing! There's a
great baby coming! We have a wonderful future! -.
Leos made a surprised face, - What do you mean? -.
Madeleine sat down on her knees, hugging him with one arm. - I'm pregnant,
my love. We are about to become a father and a mother! -. Leos smiled
blessing life and God, and the two hugged and kissed for a long time.
Michael invisibly looked at Kyle and said: - I know that God has to invent a
new crown of glory, that of God's Hacker! -. Kyle laughed, Leos had bewildered
them all, both now and when in the previous days they had seen what he was
planning. God had really gotten Leos to become a light to the world. In the
following weeks the spread of the book was so massive that even the first few
millions of people read it, and even more would have been known over time,
thanks to the methodologies that would have continued to use Leos for
maximum diffusion!

Thirty-first chapter
As commanded by God, the largest and most majestic palace of
Paradise, to which even the Basilica of St. Peter could not stand, was crowded
in its square by millions of saints, martyrs, blessed, great believers in Jesus of
all time , seraphim angels, cherubim, and of all the celestial choirs. It was the
main palace of Jesus, the most important of His palaces, which stood in a
reigning position on a throne of gold, full of precious stones. On his right was
Michael.
Jesus stood up to start talking to His glorious people, magnificent in its beauty,

knowing that the Holy Spirit would make His words distinctly heard to each of
those millions of people.
- Peace to you, beloved My people. You know how in recent decades we have
all had to suffer a lot, even directly, because of the enormous amount of sin
that envelops the humanity of the Earth. You know that the main reason why it
has become difficult to save souls is their ignorance of the true things of the
Spirit. You also know that, as much as we strive, it is really difficult in these
times to save so many souls. Now God, My Father and yours, has said enough
to the ignorance of planet Earth, and through a man of the Earth a very
powerful evangelization of millions and millions of people has begun! So this is
the moment to get busy, we must free the world as much as possible from the
yoke of the devil and fill it with all holiness and all holy knowledge,for it is only
by filling the souls of Heaven and the knowledge of things of Heaven that we
can overcome every evil that governs the world, and thus obtain the highest
good for men, yours and My brothers, children of the Father whom God has
created and loves immensely, each of them individually. The most important
thing is obviously to focus on all that procures the salvation of their souls and
their holiness. Then, if they work hard, we will also greatly improve their
earthly life, to reward them for having seriously chosen to live for God.
However, it is obvious that all this will not be enough for everyone's salvation,
but will put humanity in general in having to choose between the Kingdom of
Heaven or the wretched kingdom of darkness. This freedom exists, because, as
he said to himself one dayman who initiated evangelization, "Men have the
right to know, to know what they currently choose and what they want to
choose!". So now we work so that men know, why they do not live in
ignorance. This is the best gift we can make to humanity at the present time.
Give him the opportunity to choose for every good thing and stop choosing
what is dangerous. We must respect free will, but we must also work so that
the ignorance of Our creatures be defeated. Truth is the path of our victory,
and above all of their salvation. I thank you for everything you do for men to
be saved. -. That said, he looked at Michael, giving him a sign that he could
speak.to know what they currently choose and what they want to choose! ". So
now we work so that men know, why they do not live in ignorance. This is the
best gift we can make to humanity at the present time. Give him the
opportunity to choose for every good thing and stop choosing what is
dangerous. We must respect free will, but we must also work so that the
ignorance of Our creatures be defeated. Truth is the path of our victory, and
above all of their salvation. I thank you for everything you do for men to be
saved. -. That said, he looked at Michael, giving him a sign that he could
speak.to know what they currently choose and what they want to choose! ". So
now we work so that men know, why they do not live in ignorance. This is the

best gift we can make to humanity at the present time. Give him the
opportunity to choose for every good thing and stop choosing what is
dangerous. We must respect free will, but we must also work so that the
ignorance of Our creatures be defeated. Truth is the path of our victory, and
above all of their salvation. I thank you for everything you do for men to be
saved. -. That said, he looked at Michael, giving him a sign that he could
speak.humanity at the present time. Give him the opportunity to choose for
every good thing and stop choosing what is dangerous. We must respect free
will, but we must also work so that the ignorance of Our creatures be defeated.
Truth is the path of our victory, and above all of their salvation. I thank you for
everything you do for men to be saved. -. That said, he looked at Michael,
giving him a sign that he could speak.humanity at the present time. Give him
the opportunity to choose for every good thing and stop choosing what is
dangerous. We must respect free will, but we must also work so that the
ignorance of Our creatures be defeated. Truth is the path of our victory, and
above all of their salvation. I thank you for everything you do for men to be
saved. -. That said, he looked at Michael, giving him a sign that he could
speak.That said, he looked at Michael, giving him a sign that he could
speak.That said, he looked at Michael, giving him a sign that he could speak.
Michael stepped forward and said, "Now it's a big war! I want all the angels
and saints and martyrs warriors to work with all intelligence and cunning to
drive away demonic presences in the world! We must chain them all to hell! At
the very least, we must be able to reduce their power to men considerably,
trying to chain as many demons as possible. At the same time, seraphim and
cherubim, thrones and dominions, celestial virtues and authority and all the
angels, saints, martyrs, blessed, holy people of heaven, we must work on the
greatest sanctification and purification of men, starting from the readers of the
book of evangelization, among which many readers were atheists, and we
must take care of the Christian people to strengthen them in holiness and in
the witness and serious diffusion of faith.Starting from this we will also have
increasingly strong bases to work on the conversion, salvation and
sanctification of many others far from faith. Remember that the liberation in
the world of so much Spirit of Truth, which is currently taking place, will
become a transforming force for all men. Now all power has been given to
Heaven to be able to defeat the kingdom of evil. We can now make the
greatest act of mercy for humanity, a second great Pentecost of the Holy Spirit,
before it enters into the living of the Great Tribulation. Give him the most
precious good, or the Truth that transforms them into children of God! The
problem of lying and ignorance in the world has the basis to be definitively
defeated, but we must really fight now. Let's start, brothers,to Glory of the
Trinity and to the salvation of souls. -. Michele ended up with open arms and

palms facing up, statuary, like an experienced speaker. The heavenly people
also raised their arms in the same way, as a sign of prayer and spiritual
embrace to God, raising their voices in a chorus of hosanna and blessings and
praises and thanksgiving to Him. Then each began to pray to God the Father
because through Holy Spirit gave them knowledge of the tasks he wanted to
entrust to each one. It was useless to do everything on their own starting from
their own thoughts, if you want to achieve great results, they knew that the
Father always knows how to organize and manage things to the best possible
results, making it even easier to get there. A bit'at a time everyone left where
the Spirit had told him to work.
From that day on, without respite, the angels, saints and martyrs warriors
fought with every spiritual power to free the world from the presence of
demons. Their supportive strength to operate was in the immense number of
people who had joined the Truth, or at least that they had appreciated it
seriously, and they used every mystical and charismatic power to cleanse the
world and chain the demons to hell. The demons screamed, begged for mercy
after not giving them either to the terrestrials or to Heaven, as far as possible.
They asked pity hypocritically and God did not intend to listen to them, not for
lack of goodness, but because they had enjoyed too much at the expense of
men, and to him they were much more at heart those who were still in the trial
life. THE'the only thing God needs to act is the faith and the holy works of
men, and what was happening in millions of super-evangelized men gave him
the right to act, much, much more than usual. Lucifer cried bad tears often,
powerless to see how his reign of evil and ruin of souls was destroyed and
ruined without mercy. He had always been very proud of what he had
managed to do in the world in the last century, along with all his hell, and now
he saw that, starting from one poor man who had obeyed God, an incredible
ruin of a lot of the his laborious work! He had so often cried out to God how
much he believed himself to be more powerful than Him, in those last decades,
and now he was so terribly humiliated!and what was happening in millions of
super-evangelized men gave him the right to act, much, much more than
usual. Lucifer cried bad tears often, powerless to see how his reign of evil and
ruin of souls was destroyed and ruined without mercy. He had always been
very proud of what he had managed to do in the world in the last century,
along with all his hell, and now he saw that, starting from one poor man who
had obeyed God, an incredible ruin of a lot of the his laborious work! He had so
often cried out to God how much he believed himself to be more powerful than
Him, in those last decades, and now he was so terribly humiliated!and what
was happening in millions of super-evangelized men gave him the right to act,
much, much more than usual. Lucifer cried bad tears often, powerless to see
how his reign of evil and ruin of souls was destroyed and ruined without mercy.

He had always been very proud of what he had managed to do in the world in
the last century, along with all his hell, and now he saw that, starting from one
poor man who had obeyed God, an incredible ruin of a lot of the his laborious
work! He had so often cried out to God how much he believed himself to be
more powerful than Him, in those last decades, and now he was so terribly
humiliated!impotent in seeing how his reign of evil and ruin of souls was
destroyed and ruined without mercy. He had always been very proud of what
he had managed to do in the world in the last century, along with all his hell,
and now he saw that, starting from one poor man who had obeyed God, an
incredible ruin of a lot of the his laborious work! He had so often cried out to
God how much he believed himself to be more powerful than Him, in those last
decades, and now he was so terribly humiliated!impotent in seeing how his
reign of evil and ruin of souls was destroyed and ruined without mercy. He had
always been very proud of what he had managed to do in the world in the last
century, along with all his hell, and now he saw that, starting from one poor
man who had obeyed God, an incredible ruin of a lot of the his laborious work!
He had so often cried out to God how much he believed himself to be more
powerful than Him, in those last decades, and now he was so terribly
humiliated!starting from a single poor man who had obeyed God, an incredible
ruin of a lot of his strenuous work was happening! He had so often cried out to
God how much he believed himself to be more powerful than Him, in those last
decades, and now he was so terribly humiliated!starting from a single poor
man who had obeyed God, an incredible ruin of a lot of his strenuous work was
happening! He had so often cried out to God how much he believed himself to
be more powerful than Him, in those last decades, and now he was so terribly
humiliated!
Jesus with the Saints and the angels worked with great efficiency and speed to
the sanctification of an immense number of souls, so many that they barely
counted, and these souls progressed from holiness to holiness, above all by
working on prayer for themselves and for others. , which Leos had indicated as
the most important thing there is to win against evil, just as he himself had
learned from the messages of Jesus and Mary. Numerous men and women
began to be born who were busy in actively serving the Kingdom of God, with
actions, evangelization and holy works of all kinds, including contributing to the
spread of the book, and all these good things changed God. in certain security
of salvation and eternal reward for them, and also in the sanctification
currency of many other souls.
The number of men on Earth is almost infinite, and of course bringing
everyone to the sanctity necessary for salvation was unattainable, not by the
will of Heaven but by the free will that many men often misuse. However, as
Jesus says in the Gospel, a bit of baking powder is enough to make all the

dough rise, and this was what was happening.
Mary often wept tears of joy at the thought of how many of her children were
receiving a clear knowledge and an abundant sanctification to be ready to face
the last times and be saved and also able to save. She knew that now she
could also more easily ask for the Great Tribulation to be lighter and less
dangerous for the lives of souls, and she applied to this, thanking God
continuously for the magnificent works she was doing on Earth.

Thirty-second chapter
In the presence of the Trinity, majestic in His Light and in the Glory that
enveloped the Three Persons, seated on their thrones while the Holy Spirit on
the Father and the Son emanated His Glory, making everyone vibrate with love
and joy, there were numerous Saints and Angels, while Michael and Kyle were
kneeling in front of God and Jesus, thanking for how it all went wonderfully
well. Jesus told the two to get up, and said to them, "Blessed are you who
have been so precious to get to such great things. You fought and worked in a
very precious way! Michael, I know your desire for more power in teaching to
fight heresies, I agree. Kyle, you have done many wise and intelligent things,
both in prayers and in actions, and I fully promote you to the dignity of a holy
warrior,increasing also your fame before the people of Heaven. Kyle cried some silent tears of joy, he had become a holy warrior? He was
really happy. - Thank you, my Lord, I thank you. It is wonderful to have been
useful to something so important for the eternal good of souls, if it were not
for your goodness, I could never have hoped to have a role in such great
things! -.
God the Father looked at him with the expression of a good and tender father,
while maintaining His dignity. - Now it's time for a while to rest with your
Simona -, he said with love, - If I'm not mistaken there is a letter waiting to be
read -, he ended up winking.
- Oh my God! The letter! I forgot again! -, he said with eyes wide open in
amazement Kyle. The Father smiled. Then looking lovingly at His Son Jesus, he
said:
- How I love that My children take example from My only Son, that they live
according to His teachings, that they do not live only for themselves, but live
for others and to enrich themselves before My eyes of holy merits. There is
nothing that Jesus did not do in his thirty-three years of life. Every hour, every
minute of your life has been lived as an offering for your good, especially your
Passion. You present here are those who have best fulfilled My desires, and I
am proud of you and I give you so much, but now we work so that the Saints

may increase dramatically, because I have not created man to be content with
little, to be content with it. you are limited to being a little creature, now we
have many more chances to obtain a great number of saints also from this
poor generation of these times.My Kingdom is infinitely more powerful than
that of evil, but it is through Faith and Grace that we can work and transform
men into masterpieces of My Love! Being small, medium or large Saints should
be the worry of all believers, humility and goodness and charity! And everyone
can be according to his call, always finding in Jesus the summary of every true
way in which one is of the saints . Saints in Christ, through Christ as the
foundation of one's life , this is My highest glorification, and it is your greatest
everlasting fortune! Go children, make sure that everyone runs to Heaven, now
more than ever! -. The assembly dissolved in various directions, many Saints
went to shake hands and congratulate Michael and Kyle.
While Kyle was talking to St. Paul, who had given him the right to make
friends, Mary Most Holy became close. St. Paul moved as she hugged Kyle
tightly. The joy of the last days had dissolved her from her habitual manly way
of doing, what marvelous things for the advancement of the final Triumph of
Paradise! Kyle was a little blushed and full of fear, he did not know what to say.
Mary broke away, took his hand with His hands and said to him: - Since you
were converted, you have proved truly a great help for the Kingdom of
Heaven, I am proud of you! -. Kyle kissed her hands kneeling and saying thank
you, then, after a farewell, he got up in flight to return to his castle, where he
would return to life that before anything else he liked, or be with her beauty.

Thirty-third chapter
Sitting on a stone bench, in the wonderful garden around his castle,
Kyle was finally reading Simona's letter. A pair of silent tears ran down his
face. The sun was warm and pleasant, giving great pleasure without burning.
The bees kept flying from flower to flower sucking nectar, and some cute
bunnies, cats and dogs roamed the lawn, eating the good herbs of Paradise.
Simona had always loved animals, and in these times had taken steps to fill
the park with them. He had also bought some bird houses, filled with grains
and seeds in small mangers, and many sparrows, blackbirds, robins and birds
of various species were in them or flying nearby.
Kyle heard of the movement next to him and turned. Simona was approaching
dressed in shining white, and said to him: - But look at my man where he
arrived, nothing less than to be a holy warrior! -. She had also been present at
the ceremony God wanted for Michael and for him, who had been the main
celestial protagonists who had helped to achieve those great results.

- Mistake or Someone wanted to remind you that I also exist? -, he said with
an ironic smile.
- You for me, after the Trinity, you are the first to exist! I would never do
without you! -, said Kyle. Simona smiled and kissed him.
Kyle continued, - Anyway, my answer is undoubtedly Yes, and how I want it! -.
- Thing? -, said Simona with a sly look.
"Yes, I want to marry you, we wanted to do it on Earth and we could not, we
will do it here in Heaven now, and it will be an immensely more beautiful
marriage than we would have done on Earth!" -, Kyle said, hugging her. Then
he said to her: - Without you I am nothing ... Love is the only thing that gives
meaning to everything, the only thing that has the power to make a Paradise
life, the only thing that has the power to truly realize us ... the burning Love
for God, the fraternal Love for the neighbor and ... the Love with all the heart
for the person you love. -

Paradise against hell

by Oscar Lepore

This book is offered to God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, to Glory and to
Heaven that deserves our every desire, and to the Glory of Truth, and is
offered as a means and prayer of intercession for the True Truth to be known
by all of humanity and from every man, within the limits of possibilities. It is a
book also offered for the Triumph of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, of which
she continually says that it is through our help that you can get there, to bring
the world to the Kingdom of True Love that we can reach only through Her
Immaculate Heart, in how much she is very important in the plan of the
salvation of God the Father. My having written this book and having read it
and perhaps even then spread it, is worth as a prayer to the Father for these
very important things.

God bless you and make you full of His wonderful and endless life.

Peace and joy,
Oscar Lepore

This book is distributed under CreativeCommons license, the only rights are
the name of attribution of the work and it can not be changed. It is legitimate
both to publishers and to private individuals to be able to spread it (even on
websites), print, sell freely (possibly at reasonable prices). The author does not
ask for financial rewards but does not even want to have to pay publishing
houses for printing and spreading the book. The book is not under copyright
but under copyleft, and no one can therefore apply an exclusive copyright. The
end of the book is only the dissemination of knowledge of enormous value.
Film production is also free, remaining true to the real plot and to the true
spiritual meaning of the book.
Anyone who wants to do a treasure in Heaven spreading this book as desired,
making it read or indicating the site where it is free, www.potenzadellacroce.it ,
or putting its own review on Amazon where it is finds a low price for the Kindle
reader, so that the book also interests many other people. Consistent with the
message of the book, the money obtained will go only in works of
evangelization.
Whoever spreads the salvific Truths is the one who is most certain with
assurance of his salvation, of his sanctification in this life and also of his eternal
reward, thus spreading every holy and saving thing that is possible is an
immense help for these three very important things. In the case of this book,
everything is freely placed in your hands because, if you want, you can use it
to reach these goals easily.
It is not necessary to become heroes of evangelization or holiness, or to live
the Gospel in a radical way, to merit salvation; it is enough to ask God often
what he wants from us and pray often to carry out his task on Earth. Even if
we were called to do great things, it is starting from fidelity in actively doing
the little things within our reach that God, and not us, enables us, little by
little, even the big ones.
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